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A BAD STRETCH

The Stat? highway department will
have its hands full repairing present
State highways without bothering to
build any more it many are found in the
I condition ot the road between Wool
wich and Wiscasset which is the rough
est since it was built. The freshet
I waAed out considerable road near the
dike in Woolwich and a highway crewlias been working there. The whole
stretch along the dike will have to be
| resurfaced and this is true of the great
er part of the highway between the two
towns.

I desire to express my appreciation
for the fine spirit shown by our citi
zens in making Clean-up Week such a
-emarkable success. Credit is hereby
extended to the Secretary of the Cham
ber of Commerce for the publicity end,
and to the press for its co-operation in
| maintaining the civic pride of this com
munity.
Edwin L. Brown, Mayor.

YOUNG GIRL

Main
Street
Minutes

[For The Courier-Gazette]
You arc as dear as roses in a dish.
As slim as ivory figures on a fan
Margaret brought, returning from Japan—
When you pass by, your fluttering sashes swish.

GILCHREST

Police

Chief

•«. .«. .».

MAYOR BROWN’S THANKS

Traffic Laws Are the Same As
Last Year Except They Are
Going
To
Be
Enforced.
Parking
Limit

■«. .«. •«.

•••
Great towns arc but a large sort of •••
••• prison to the soul, like cages to birds, •••
••• or pounds to beasts.—Charron.
•••

GEORGE ROBERTS & CO., INC.”
GENERAL AGENTS
10 LIMEROCK STREET.
PHONE 675.

57-60

You are not flesh, but marble-tinted rose,
Young Angelo shaped in a heated hour.
You poise above the carpet like a flower.
And after you a ripple of singing goes.

Tinkle your copper ear-rings if you will.
Bend your tine head against the portierre,
1 will not burn a candle’s worth of flame
Because your tapering lingers touch the sill.

CITIES SERVICE

But do not span tlie crystal of my name,
Or touch my cheek witli thunder from the air.
Harold Yinal.
Boston, May 12.

CO.

6% Cumulative
PREFERRED STOCK

PRESENT YIELD 81-2%
DIVIDENDS PAID ON THIS STOCK OVER THE LAST
TEN YEARS TOTALLED $32,946,324.77
Earnings Averaged 3 2-3 times in this period

To know
how good a cigarette
really can be n
you must try a-

HENRY L. DOHERTY & CO.
VERNON E. RAND
82 Devonshire Street,

Boston

BUILDING RAISING

EXCAVATING

CHARLES D. BLAKE
CEMENT, CONCRETE and ROCK WORK
Manufacturer

of

CONCRETE BUILDING BLOCKS
ROCKLAND, MAINE

12 GAY PLACE

TELEPHONE 272-M.

AKE up your mind
that when you need
another battery you
going to have an Exide, for
the best will pay you in
every sense of the word.

M

We try to make our re
pair work on all makes of
batteries live up to the
Exide name.

Buick is Baseball’s Favorite
Big League Stars Choose Buick

for Their Personal Use
rmsen

KewY-rt. N L.

Like attracts like! The leading stars
in baseball’s firmament are in turn
Buick fans!

DUGAN
NtwYark. A.L

Appreciating the tremendous import
ance of all round performance these
leading players of both major leagues
own and drive Buicks.

These men—some of whom are
pictured in this advertisement—
selected Buicks for the same sound
reasons that governed Jimmy Murphy,
champion of the race track, Gene
Sarazan, national golf champion, and
other noted celebrities who have pur
chased Buicks.

D-I5-42-NP

HOUSESHERMAN, INC.
Next to Ford Building

IFe handle only genuine Exide f>arlt

To have your films promptly

PARK STREET
TEL 238

WE HAVE ALL MODELS ON OUR SHOW ROOM FLOOR FOR
DEMONSTRATION

When better automobiles are built, Buick will build them

THE CHINESE BANDITS

Volume 78................. Number 58.

GLIMPSING LOCAL CELEBRITIES—NO. 9.

KNOX ARBORETUM

And Something About Lin- A Grist of Interesting Infor
cheng Which Was the
mation From Curator LerScene of Their Recent Raid.
mond’s Pen.
"Lincheng, scene of the Chinese ban
dit raid, lies along the Tit^Itsin-Pukow
railway whose building was interrupt
ed in 1900 by the Boxer uprising," gays
a bulletin from the Washington, D. C.,
headquarters of the National Geo
graphic Society.
"The scene of the kidnapping of
American passengers is 374 miles south
of Tientsin, northern terminus of the
line, where a party of Americans, in
cluding Herbert Hoover, were besieged
I during the famous Boxer outbreak.
"Lincheng is important commercially
because it is the junction of a 19-mile
branch railroad to Yihhslen, a colliery
town, whence comes the coal which is
distributed to all the towns and cities
along the 626 miles of the TientsinPukow line.

Road Marked Economic Innovation
“This road was built as the result of
joint concession obtained by Great
Britain and Germany in 1898. Its build
ing was notable politically because it
marked the first railway project in
China where the construction and the
ontrol were vested wholly with the
Chinese government.
Well-equipped express trains, with
sleeping and buffet cars, run daily each
way between Tientsin and Pukow.
"South of I.incheng the train runs
mong hills which rise suddenly from
the plains and shortly beyond the town
of Han-chaung passengers suddenly dis
cern the high embankment of the Grand
Canal, bordered by busy villages and
flecked with white-sailed junks laden
with the rich products of fertile Shan
tung.
Peanuts and Hair Nets
"Peanuts and hair nets are two im
portant products of Shantung. Coal
and iron mines are worked with modern
machinery. A passenger on this rail
way would harbor as little thought of
bandits as he would in traversing simlar wheat, tobacco and cotton fields,
and truck gardens of our own country.
The population is denser in this prov
ince than in our most densely populat
ed State, Rhode Island. The climate
has been compared to that of Maine.
Begun about 15 years ago the hand
manufacture Of hair nets has attained
remarkable proportions. The hair orig
inates in China is shipped to Europe
and America to be chemically treated
for discoloring, is sent back to merhants in treaty ports and redistrib
uted for net making among homes of
the interior. Only recently has an at
tempt been made to prepare the hair in
the province.
Were Bandits Confucius* Kin?
‘The suggestion that the recent hold
up was participated in by grandsons of
Confucius many times removed, may
seem preposterous to admirers of the
peaceful and urbane sage; yet it is
probably literally true.
‘Confucius was born at Kufu barely
70 miles north of the scene of the ban
dit attack and he lies buried there, sur
rounded by many thousands of his de
scendants. The way in which this fam
ily or clan has persisted and multiplied
deserves to rank as one of the biolog
ical wonders of the world. It is esti
mated that 70 per cent of the popula
tion over a large region around Kufu
are descendants from the great teacher.
At the little town, which is at once
the birthplace and burial place of Con
fucius lives today his seventy-sixth
lineal descendant the "Holy Duke,’
K’ung.
‘The towering mountain, Tai Shan,
China's most holy eminence, lies in
sight of the Tientsin-Pukow railway,
not many miles north of the point at
which the attack was made. It has
been deemed holy since before 2200 B.
C. Confucius, Taoists and Buddhists
alike revere this mountain and have
erected shrines at its foot, on its slopes
and at its summit. It is a favorite
point for pilgrimage, as many as 10,000 pilgrims a day making the journey
tc it during February and March.
Many of these climb laboriously to the
top and there worship.
"The contrast between the barbarous
Chinese bandits and the modern China
of Western ways was unconsciously
heightened by the choice of Lincheng
for the attack. There the branch line
to Yihhsien runs to one of China’s
greatest coal mines, furnishing fuel for
its modern factories and power sta
tions. This largest mine in Shantung
is operated by a Chinese company, un
like other mines in the province which
are
are being exploited by foreign capital."

The Knox Arboretum, May 12.
Editor erf The Courier-Gazette; —
Continue to repose confidence in your
early nature lessons, notwithstanding
that parenthesis in my short “arrival"
article, printed in your May 3 issue.
It certainly was a thoughtless slip of
the pen. While Mrs. Wren can, and
often does, use some very sharp notes
when occasion arises for her to scold,
but such chatter and scolding can
hardly be called singing. My arbore
tum wren was a male, withot any
doubt whatsoever.
I wish that every reader of The
Courier-Gazette could hear the song of
the male mocking bird as I heard it
early this spring, in March and April.
The variety of notes, the combination
of the songs of other birds, the sweet
gladness of Mr. Mockingbird's song is
simply wonderful—for variety of notes
it far surpasses the song of any other
species of bird. So happy and full of
melody is the mockingbird that he
can’t seem to “hold in” until the first
faint glimmer of daylight that is the
signal for most other species to break
into song. Many times this spring I
have heard Mr. Mockingbird singing to
beat the band in the middle of the
night.
Norman W. Lermond.
• • • •
Knox Arboretum Notes
A few days since a friend in Warren
brought us a nice rosebush, with plenty
if dirt on the roots for our rose collec
tion With the rosebush goes this sug
gestion: that other Knox county peo
ple interested in the Arboretum may
have shrubs, flowering plants, bulbs, or
dower seeds that they can spare from
their own garden or grounds and would
be glad to donate some to the Arbore
tum.
• * • •
Another friend and member of the
Academy in Oxford county wrote us
last year suggesting that every mem
ber of the Academy either contribute
a tree or shrub—or the cash to buy one
—so that in time each member would
have growing in the Arboretum a liv
ing memorial—the label attached to
tree or shrub to bear the donor's name.
• * * *
Failing to receive state aid, we shall
have to look to tho public for cash con
tributions for up-keep and develop
ment of the Arboratum—having as
yet no endowment fund for that pur
pose. Remember that a ten-cent eon
tribution will pay for a packet of gar
den seeds; a dollar contribution will
enable us to buy a fine tree or shrub,
and a five or ten dollar contribution
will pay for a team to gravel the roads.
Norman W. Lermond,
Director.
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Thomaston

developed and printed
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occurred Sunday night. Funeral serv
ices will be held at Bridgton tomorrow
----i morning and the remains carried to
The J. A. Jameson Co. put a new de- s North Conway, N. H. for interment in
livery truck into service this week.
! the family lot.

TALK OF THE TOWN

Winslow-Holbrook Post, American
The Turner Center System store is
Legion, will discuss Memorial Day
putting up a big new sign.
plans at its Thursday night meeting.
The Snow-Hudson Co. has sold an
Some impatient folks are already
Essex coach to Mrs. Frances Stockwell
doing their spring planting. But crops
of Wiscasset.
put in two weeks hence are apt to be
Frank H. Ingraham has sold the John just as high in July.
Ackerman
place,
Thomaston,
to
King Solomon Temple Chapter, R.
Clarence K. Brett of this city.
Ai- S. M., will have a special meeting
Have you noticed how the white Thursday night for the work on the
suits have come into fashion among the Mark Master degree.
milk men. Look mighty neat.
Miss Isabelle Brown, for several
A. E. Morton who has been located years clerk at Daniels’ jewelry store,
in Portland for several years as a leaves the first of June for Cape Cod,
RAYCHEL EMERSON
building contractor, will move back to where njie has a secretarial position.
Announces the opening of her Warren this city in about three weeks.
The hair will fly around the Benner
Studio, where she will accept a limited
barbershop at Rankin block. L. W.
J.
G.
Dimick
and
Walter
Dimick
are
number of pupils until September 1st.
I in Bridgton, called hy the death, of lias installed the latest thing in elec
4Stf
I their father, William M. Dimick, which tric hair cutter which operates on an”
WARREN, ME.
overhead cable, running the length of
the shop, convenient to either chair.
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PROTECT THE GULLS

The Little Flower Shop

And Maybe Some. Day They’ll Find
Your Pocketbook As This One Did.

SILSBY’S
A seagull Friday salvaged the pocket
book of Capt. Daniel J. Miller, Jr., of
Bath, Me., who was saved from his
command, the collier Sea-connet, sunk
in Vineyard Sound April 29, with a
loss of seven lives.
Ed Dalen, a Vineyard Haven fish
erman, was crossing from Menemsha,
Martha's Vineyard, to Wood’s Hole
today when he noticed a gull pick up
an object from the sea and fly away
with it. The burden fell, and the‘bird
recovered it.
This process was re
peated several times and finally the
fisherman saw pieces of paper drop
ping as the gull raised his find from
tho water.
Dalen investigated and
found the pocketbook with indcntification card enclosed.

Another fine five-masted schooner
has been dropped from the list of ves
sels built in Bath, it being the Alice
May Davenport which left Charleston
S C„ in the summer of 1922, and put
into Bermuda Sept. 20 In distress, hav
ing received considerable damage in
heavy gale. It was at first supposed
that she would be repaired, but infor
mation has just been received that she
was sold at public auction on May 2.
the name of her purchaser not being
given in the despatch received. She
ENGRAVED CARDS—Lin at uns offle ano registered 1144 tons gross, was built at
examine styles. If you already hare a plate Bath in 1905, and hailed from New
bring It In and let its print you rants in latest
York.
silt TOK COUttlEB-UAZETHt.

MOVIE FAN

BUT likes
Rockland

399 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND

SAVINGS

ROCKLAND,

- MAINE

Office Hours—Daylight Saving

9 to 3
Saturdays 9 to 12

Safety Deposit Boxes to Rent

J

A series of noonday lunches for htislncss men who comprise the Chamber ot
Commerce will be inaugurated at tho
Copper Kettle Wednesday.
Tickets
may be obtained at Daniels' Jewelry
store. This custom is a very popular
one in other cities where Chambers o|
Commerce and Rotarian Clubs flourish.
Business mi n get together under tho
most favorable circumstances com
pare notes, listen to brief but interest
ing talks, and feci that they have
profited by their noon hour.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM

WHEN THE GREEN GITS BACK IN THE
TREES

50-tf

BOOK STORE

The Bay View Society Is serving a
supper at the Head of the Bay schoolhouse one week from Thursday night
as a contribution toward the fund
which is being raised for the remodel
ing of the building into a town hall.
Lumber has already been landed on tho
spot, and soon a 22-foot addition will
lie under way. Mrs. George S. Clark
is chairman of the supper committee:
Question: will Charles Livingston carry
away the next prize cake?

Bedding Plants

WE EXCEL IN FLORAL DESIGN

ROCKLAND

Bowling contests arc exceedingly
keen this week and interest grows with
each passing day. Last weeks records
and prizes fell thus: Monday, Whitney,
112; Tuesday, Stack, 108; Wednesday,
O. Record, 109; Thursday, Healey, 110;
Friday, Kenniston, 119;
Saturday,
Greenlaw, 119.

Whatever your occupation may bo and howover crowded your hours with affaire, do not
fail to secure at least a fow minutes every day
for refreshment of your Inner life with a bit
of poetry.
—Charles Eliot Norton

in season

send or bring them to

"Say, where can I find a paperhanger?” said Charles E. Smith the
Northend real estate operator. His
latest joli is putting bis recently ac
quired property on James street In
“Paint l’p” week shape.

Flowers for All Occasions
House Plants and

FIVE-MASTER DROPPED

CARVER’S

ROCKLAND MOTOR MART

THURSDAY AND SATURDAY

BANK

In spring, when the green gits back in the trees.
And tlie sun comes out and stays.
And yer boots pulls on with a good tight
squeeze.
AihI you think of yew barefoot days;
When you ort to work and you want to not,
And you and yew wife agrees
It’s time to spade up the garden lot,
When tlie green gits back in the trees—
Well! work is the least o’ my idecs
When tlie green, you know, gits back in
trees
When tlie grocn gits hack In the trees, and heed
Is a-huzzin' aroun’ agin,
In that kind of a lazy go-as-you-please
Old gait they bum roun’ In ;
When the groun’s all bald where the hay rick
stood.
And the crick’s riz, and the breeze
Coaxes the bloom in the old dogwood.
And the green gits back in the trees.—
I like, as I say, in sich scenes as these.
The time when the green gits back in thd
trees!

When the whole tail-feathers o’ wintertime
is ail pulled out and gone!
And the sap it thaws and begins to climb,
And the sweet it starts out on
A feller’s forred, a-gittin’ down
At the old spring on his knees—
I kind o’ like jes’ a-loaferin' roun’
When the green gits back in the trees—
Jes’ a-potterin' roun' as I—dura—please—*
When the green, you know, gits back In thq
trees ’.
--James Wliitcomb Rlley«

I
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Before me,

FRANK B. MILLEK.
Notary Public.

BIBLE THOUGHT
r /—FOR TODAY-1
•

Bible Thoaghte tnei-orteed. will prove »,|
priceless heritage in after years.
iSI

WITHHOLD NOT GOOD:—Withii "Id
not good from them to whom it is due.
when it is ip the power of thine hand
to do it.—Proverbs 13:S.

PROSPERITY’S RETURN
From every corner of the land comes
the gratifying report that industrial
and business conditions are improving;
that prosperity, sidetracked for eight
years, is hack on the main line, and be
ginning to do business at the old stand.
That this has come about during a Re
publican administration is naturally
pleasing to the leaders, but beyond the
partisan aspect is the more general sat
isfaction that the crisis has been passed
and normalcy again reigns. What con
stitutes prosperity? Let us see.
Railroad freight shipments have been
larger every week this year than the
corresponding weeks of any one of the
past four years. Department stores re
porting to the Department of Com
merce say that their sales in March
ware 22 per cent in excess of their
sales in March a year ago. The April
sales of one of the two largest mail
order houses in Chicago broke all sales
records of that organization for any
April. The organization reports that
the sales for the first four months of
this year are in excess of the first four
months of any year in the history of
the corporation. Business failures in
the United States during April were the
smallest of any month since July, 1921.
For the first four months of this year
the total number of business failures
was 29 per cent less than during the
first four months of 1922 and the lia
bilities are 36 per cent less.
The increase of general prosperity is
reflected in the detailed statistics of
federal tax collections for the month of
March. Proof of more liberal spend
ing over the country is shown in the
increase of manufacturers' excise tax
on automobiles and accessories. The
payments of these taxes in March this
year were over $5,000,000 greater than
March a year ago. The payment of
tobacco taxes this year is over $4,000,000 greater than a year ago. The tex
tile Industry of the United States as a
whole (both woolen and cotton) is run
ning 120 per cent of normal. All the
mills are working capacity and are
unable to catch up with orders. More
cotton is being consumed by cotton
textile Industry than ever before in
the history of the United States. The
retail trade in New England was the
largest during March of any March on
record. The increase of 12% per cent
in wages of all textile operatives, to
gether with the new wage scales for
building trades, metal and machinery
workers and others, have brought the
buying power of Now England wage
earners up to the highest peak of 1920
Reports from the Pittsburg district
show that commercial operations in
that section are 30 per cent heavier
than a year ago. Steel and iron in
dustry is producing more than any pre
vious time in its history. Production
of pig iron in the United Spates dur
ing April exceeded any previous
month's record in the country’s his
tory. The Iron Age points out that pig
iron production is at the rate of 44,000,000 tons a year or more than 10 per
cent in excess of the previous high
record. More automobiles were manu
factured in the month of March than
any previous month in the history of
the automobile industry, tin May 1st.
20,000 maintenance of way and railroad
shop employes of the Sante Fe system
were granted an increase. During the
month of April the Kirby Lumber Com
pany, the second largest lumber pro
ducing company in the United States,
increased wages from 10 to 15 per cent;
the Singer Manufacturing Company, at
Elizabeth, N. J., increased wages of all
employes 10 per cent, affecting 7.000
workers; the Proctor and Gamble Co.,
and
Feet Brothers Manufacturing
Company increased wages of their em
ployes 10 per cent; paper manu
facturers increased wages of their
20.000 employes 10 per cent effective
May first. X’ew wage scales in various
building and construction trades arc
announced daily and so rapidly that it
is almost impossible to keep up with
them.
The agricultural implement business
is better than it has been for a number
of years. Farm implement sales for
March were 37 per cent greater than
for January and February. The re
ports of the Labor bureau of various
Industries show that the largest in
creases in employment were in the fer
tilizer and agricultural implement in
dustries. It is known that the agri
cultural implement industry, during the
last three years, suffered more than
any other industry because of the ag
riculture depression. Some large im
plement
concerns
went
through
receiverships
and
reorganizations.
Therefore it is safe to state that they
are not putting on more men and pay
ing more wages on a speculative busi
ness basis. They would do this only
after they had orders in hand for
manufacture of goods. Retail buyers
in the agricultural states are in the
market for all kinds of merchandise

in a larger degree than any time tince

FURNITURE

The Rockland Entertainments
Will Be Bigger and Better
Than Ever Before.

CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT

"Never have prospects been brighter
since Community Chautauqua was or
ganized in 1913 for a happier, more
profitable Chautauqua season than they
are today," states Loring .1. Whiteside,
president of Community Chautauqugs,
in a letter to several prominent citizens
of this community in which the date
for the local Community Chautauqua
i • given as June 28-July 3. Mr. Whiteside claims that Community Chautau
qua this season is indee 1 "The Sign of
Good Times" referring not only to the
normal business prosperity the enukitry
enjoys, but also to the splendid attrac
tions and jov times prepared for tlie
Chautauqua this year.
The program arranged is one of unu
sual ex. ellenee and is considered by
the Community management the best
aggregation of music, lectures and
drama ever arranged for the celebration
ot a 10th anniversary.
This banner program will be started
off on the first night by The Rainbow
Sextet of New York City, featuring the
I Heartens sisters, who enjoy an interI national reputation ns entertainers of
the highest rank. The sextet is com
posed of six charming vocal entertain
ers of exceptional ability. Each of the
company is an artist doing individual
work of high order. Their program in
cludes many charming novelties and
costumed selections taken from the
latest light opera successes such as
"The March of The Wooden Soldiers,”
■'Gallagher and Shean” and "Blossom
Time.”
As a headline novelty feature Com
munity has obtained the McGrath
Rrothcrs. famous banjo artists, assisted
HEY give long service in spite of
by Miss Elizabeth Ott. pianiste and en
tertainer. This company has been asthe rough and tumble play that ac
so dated for years with the B F. Keith
Circuits in this country and they have
tive boys’ blouses are subject to and they
a worldwide reputation as the leading
exponents of banjo music. Their pro
always contribute tovzard the neat appear
gram is full of vim and spirit, wonderance of the boy who wears them. Guar
j fully interesting and full of variety,
ranging from famous operatic and
anteed fast color.
sc mi-classical airs to sweet negro mel
odies and modern popular numbers.
I "The Man Worth While" is the subBoys' Indian Suits, $1.50.
i ject of the second night lecture by Dr.
I Roland A. Nichols, who is credited with
Boys’ Base Ball Spits, $2.00.
I being one of the platform's most in
spirational lecturers. He is a man par
ticularly fitted for his subject since his
genial personality, eloquence and in| sight into human nature makes him a
man with a worth white message.
• • • •
The presentation of the great Broad
way Comedy Success "His Honor, Abe
Potash,” a three-act play written by
Montague Glass and Jules Goodman,
will be one of the banner attractions
this year. This play is the dramatiza
tion cf what is considered the best of
the "Potash and Perimutter" series of
Saturday Evening Post fame, and Com
!
1920. All these facts combine to shov
John F. Abbott has disposed of his munity Chautauqua is the first Chau
that the agricultural interests which'
business at Matinlcus, where he tauqua company to obtain the rights to
,
,
, . ,
has been lobstering the past 14 years, present it over its circuits this season.
were hardest hit by reason of (he , |n(, wi,, ,eaVe hpre tonlght for B'oston
The play deals With the involved po
deflation policy of the Democratic ad- i wtifre he expects to he employed on litical situation of a small New York
ministration and the im|>ortation of ag- "ne of the harbor towboats He will town and is brim full of situations
which are applicable to every Ameri
ricultural products under the Under
; East Boston.
can community. It will be presented
wood law have been enabled by Re-1
by a cast of professional actors coached
publican legislation and Republican i
by the famous actor and dramatic
critic. Cecil Owen, »:id will lie equipped
administrative arts to get on their feet. I
“HOLD ’ER NEWT !”
with special stage settings and scenery.
On the third afternoon Albert and
The trolley lines are coming back to
' Martha Gale will present their most
their own. if cne is to judge from the
; unique Indian entertainment and lectreports made by 225 electric railway
i ure entitled "Songs and Stories of The
is engaged in the
Red Man." The United States Indian
clerks to
the American
Electric
j Commissioner declares that the Gales
Railway Association. These companies
! present the most delightful and comoperate nearly 22,000 talks of tracks I
| plete reproduction of Indian mtisie
service, and will give prompt atten land costumes that he knows to exist,
ar.d thfir net income last year was
tion to your calls.
j They exhibit on the platform a most
$14,325,262 greater than during the
[varied and valuable collection of Inprevious year. The prosperity of the
DAY OR NIGHT
|d,an curios which can be insiiectcd by
trolley systems is no small factor in
I their audience Their costume work is
Headquarters—Thorndike Hotel
■most interesting and the Indian milthe community's general welfare, for
58-59
si-al selections and stories are present
this method cf transportation has come
ed with a fascinating accuracy.
to be well nigh indispensable in the
It is with no little pride that Com
dally routine.
munity presents this year the American
Orchestral Quartet. This quartet is
composed of four most capable musi
Bath is considerably upset because cf
cians on violin. Velio, flute and piano,
an alleged un-American speech deliv
I have a new Dodge Sedan for
under the direction of Miss Nina
Public Service. Will meet all boats
ered in her schools the other day by
Spaulding, concert violinist.
Their
and trains and go anywhere by ap
program consists not only of classical
an international organizer of the
pointment. Funerals a specialty.
ensemble numbers played in a way to
United Mine Workers of America. His
satisfy the most popular taste, but
offense. If any was committed, may
BERT WARDWELL
their solo and duet work prove them to
Telephone 152-12
have been considerablj- exaggerated,
have the technique and skill of natural
or Weymouth’s Candy Store, 156-M.
bc.rn musicians
but just why is a a labor advocate, or
‘•Rebuilding the Tower of Babel or
58-60
any other advocate, permitted to spread
anti-government propaganda in the
public schools. The boys and girls will
he mixed up with labor troubles soon
enough, as it is.

s. ..rr-a»;

Eve ry-01 he r-Day

CHAUTAUQUA COMING

The Courier-Gazette
Rockland, Maine, May 15, 1923
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyaaie, who on
oath declares that he is pressman in the office
of the P.ockland Publishing Co., and that of
the Issue of The Courier-Gazette of May li,
1923. there was printed a total of 6,037 copies.

*•< - j*'

DAY
(i

SALE !

E N II N E

Raynee
BlousesforBoys

T

THIS SALE STARTS

SATURDAY,‘MAY 19
FOR TEN DAYS
We have a large stock but you will
be wise to Buy Early

2000 YARDS GOLD-SEAL CARPET

J. F. GREGORY

REGULAR PRICE 85c SQUARE YARD. SALE PRICE

SONS CO.

150 CONGOLEUM ART RUGS

CHESTER ROBBINS

6x9 Feet.

Regular Price

$ 9.00.

SALE PRICE..........

7'/2x9 Feet.

Regular Price

$11.25.

•SALE PRICE

9x9 Feet.

Regular Price

$13.50.

SALE PRICE .

9xI0’/2 Feet.

Regular Price.

$15.75.

SALE PRICE .

9xl 2 Feet.

Regular Price

$18.00.

SALE PRICE .

Great Britain, attempting tlie rule of
peacemaker, had advised Germany to
he more liberal in its offers if it wishes
to re-establish negotiations for a set
tlement of the Ruhr question among
the Allies. It is doubtful if a very gen
erous or a very friendly spark is beat
ing in the German bosom these days.
Nothing, probably, but her own mili
tary impotence prevents open warfare
from flaring forth anew.

Uncle Sam's postal employes have
been practicing economy, and their
saving on twine alone will lie a mutter
of $30,000 this year. Not an imposing
sum, to be sure, l.ut enough to pay the
yearly salary of 22 new mail carriers.
It is interesting to note that the Postoffice department uses approximately
900,000 miles of twine each year, at an
expense of nearly half a million dol
lars.

The outrages p< r pet rated by the
Chinese bandits have been spread be
fore the civilized world, and constitute
an international situation. But when
Harlem bandits rubbed two Brooklyn
bank messengers of $50,000, the other
day, besides holding up a 'Manhattan
restaurant for $1200 and obtaining
$10,000 in a theatre robbery, it was only
an incident.

DONSON
Ths Reliable and Satisfactory

Psychic and Spiritual

MEDIUM
Can be consulted every Tuesday and
Wednesday from 10 A. M. to 8 P. M.
29 PARK STREET
APPOINTMENTS BY PHONE, 799W
l»»*tf

VICTORY BONDS
All VICTORY LOAN BONDS are due

and payable this month
We will be very glad to cash them for you

SECURITY TRUST CO.
Rockland, Maine
BRANCHES AT—
VINALHAVEN

WARREN

UNION

CAMDEN
52-tf

$6.50
$8.43
$10.12
$11.81
$14.78

THIS IS THE GREATEST SALE OF FLOOR COVERINGS EVER HELD IN

ROCKLAND.

MAIL ORDERS

GIVEN SPECIAL ATTENTION.

PUBLIC AUTO

PUBLIC CAR

64'

Geld Seal Rug Border
Reg. price 65c. Sale 49c

I BURPEE

FURNITURE CO.
ROCKLAND

Small Kitchen Rugs
IJ/2X3 feet
49c
3x6 feet,
$1.98

tlie New Internationalism'’ is the title isfy the numerous requests of commit-I delightful numbers featuring a saxoi f a startling lecture by Dr. Lincoln tees. It is hard to find a better band- j phone quartet und ensemble medley
A. Wirt, famous International Commis master than Castellu ci for he comes of | numbers never hea> d hfore.
The Junior Chautauqua will also ertsioner. Dr. Wirt has spent eight years a family of band men and knows not
abroad and only recently returned from only how to pick and train his artists joy a banner year. Every day will
his second trip around the world. Last but has unexcelled ability to sense firing new surprises for the boys and
fall and winter he visited twenty-six what the public wants and how they girls. The brand new games, stories,
European and Asiatic countries and want it. A feature of the afternoon and special features arranged for the
attended the Lausanne Conference. His program will bo a "mils:.’ memory con- children’s fun festival break all precclecture deals with the information ob- \ test” winners of which wl!l be an- Ident, and best of all will be the Junior
tained and observations made on this | nnuneed at the evening performance, i Pageant on the last day of Chautautrifi. Dr. Wirt is a most statesmanlike The band's program will include many qua.
speaker, impressing everyone with his
sensible solution of the tangle in Eu
rope. and his statement of America's * ...n... 1-^,1 —...
place in the new Internationalism.
gjNor'h Nation
The famou J Coates Lockhart and
his Scotch Lassies will bring a "bit o'
Scotch” to tone up the fifth day of
Chautauqua. Mr. i.ockhart is one of
the foremost interpreters of Sir Harry
NOTICE
Lauder’s songs in this country. His
reputation as tenor soloist with the
All VICTORY BONDS are DUE
Kilties’ Band is universal and he is
likewise popularly known as a most
•successful comedian. Mr. Lockhart is
MAY 20, 1923
assisted by three attractive “lassies”
whose program on the saxophone, vio
You will receive no interest after that date,
lin and piano is full of melody and de
lightful reminders of old Scotland.
on these Bonds.
Community has long wanted a busi
ness lecturer that would be of con
This Bank will be very pleased to accept
crete value to every Chautauqua town
visited. This year the Company lias
these Bonds from you for Credit or Cash.
succeeded in obtaining Thomas F. L.
Henderson business counsellor and an
LIMITED UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY
alyst. Mr. Henderson is one of Amer
MEMBER OF FEDERAL RESERVE BANK
ica’s foremost lecturers on business
subjects. His forceful personality, his
Located at Foot of Limcrock Street
mastery of language, his insight into fun
damentals and his ability successfully
to inspire people to get the best out of
themselves, makes his talk unusually
effective. He speaks on “A Personal
Inventory,” an address which has Iteld
spellbound Rotary Clubs, Associations
ot Commerce and conventions of every
description.
As a special closing feature of the
Chautauqua will be presented the Met
ropolitan Military Band of New York
City under the leadership of Omen
Castellucci, veteran band muster,
WHERE YOU SEE TWICE AS MUCH FOR HALF THE MONEY
revival of band music over this cir
last season was mot with such I
versal approval that another bant

North National Bank
Rockland, Main©

IAMSON-HDBBARD
Straws
famous
for tfieir
Wearing
qualities
style ancl
fit.
Sold By

new

nder ten years................................... 5c
Balcony1 “ ................................................................ 10c
ALL THE TIME
Floor
............................................................... 17c
Matinee 2:00 P. M. Evening at 7: 00 and 9:00. Daylight Saving Timo

NEW PRICES

E. Howard Crockett
PLUMBING
STEAM AND HOT WATER
HEATING
HOT AIR FURNACES—Pipe and
Pipeless
Sheet Metal Work—Stove and
Furnace Repairing
AUTO RADIATORS REPAIRED
TELEPHONE 424-1
23 Franklin Street, Rockland
56*61

‘

TODAY- TUESDAY

JACK HOLT

COMEDY—"PISTOL 3 FOR BREAKFAST”

'
:

ALL THE TIME—BIG DOUBLE FEATURES
WEDNESDAYS ND THURSDAY

Herbert Rawlinson

JOHN GILBERT

in a Peppy, Punchy Comedy Drama in a drama of an American who
saved a throne
Filled with Thrills

"NOBODY’S BRIDE”
ads.

GLADYS WALTON

"THE TIGER’S CLAW” "The Girl Who Ran Wild”

.

BURPEE & LAMB
SOLE AGENTS

EMPIRE Theatre

“TRUXTON KING”

Adapted from “Graustark”
COMEDY—"JUS T DROPPED IN"
THURSDAY ONLY—“THE NEW LEATHER PUSHERS”

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, May 15, 1923

talk of the town
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
May 15—Lady Knox Chapter, I). A. R., whist
party at Cepper Kettle.

AMONG THE SCHOOLS

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

(White or Brown)

Tennis Shoes $1.25

fSl ofcGVMM S I’jACiiV Aovbs —
MOorthwiiliv

Other Styles

UAU-zPuotoSEA7

85c to $1.98

ri>,.J ,.
ilPUWF.CAMEUSliAI!t(53?THnU
’
I II
.d. MJ

' il

Clubs In Bangor.
May 28—Childrens' Playground Tag Bay.
May 38—Twilight League Iwglns at Oakland
Park.
May 30—Oakland Park opens.
JFI

All the New Novelties at

EVERYDAY PRICES
foenianalhis Label/

Rebekah meeting tonight, with sup
per at 6 15.

All the news items in this paper are
based on daylight saving time, unless
otherwise specified.
The Masonic Temple Association will
hold an im|>ortant meeting at Masonic
Ttmple Wednesday night.

Ground was broken yesterday for
E. S. May’s house on High street. O.
F Hills is to dig the cellar.
Under the new time schedule per
formances at Strand Theatre begin at
2 and 1 p. m.

There's talk of a new wagon for the
bouts Hose Co. The pi t sent one is
quite unfit for the vigorous service ex
pected of it.
-

Cement was being pgured yesterday
tor the foundation of the Everett L.
Spear new building, to he occupied by
The Courier-Gazette.
The rummage sale and dinner given
hy Edwin Libhy Relief Corps at Grand
Army hall last week netted $-19 for the
Past Presidents' fund.

Aurora Lodge. F. & A. M. will work
the Felloyvcraft degree upon several
candidates at a special meeting to
morrow night.
The local barbers were all on day
light saving time yesterday except the
King of the Brook, who is looking for
some system whereby he can get up
later instead of earlier.
The South Thomaston Village
provement Association will have a
per and dance in the Grange hall
Friday evening. These events will
place fortnightly thereafter.

Im
sup
next
take

Miss Alice Engelson, who recently
resigned from the cashier’s position at
the Western Union telegraph office,
with tlie intention of going elsewhere,
will remain for the present as clerk.
Frank Gustin, while riding a bicycle
yesterday, was struck by an automo
bile operated by Ray Spear and
thrown to the pavement, though little
Injured. The accident happened at the
corner of Main and Park streets.

i^AMi«icisT(aM^MoTOHd)iWCii

An illuminated sign'in New York, brilliantly ad
vises us that there are some in the World who Would
Walk a mile for a camel. It will not be necessary, for
We brought one from Fifth Avenue and he is traveling
East in our Main Street window—miles over burning
sands, to tell you that
We have been fortunate in securing a big assortment of
genuine Camel s Hair Coats. See group on display in
northern half of our front window, $45. values at $29.50.
Others of the finer grade of shaggy Camel’s Hair in the
southern half of window, priced at $45. to $69.50.
JACQUETTES, 0VERBL6USES,

Seats go on sale at the Arcade to
morrow for Manager Packard’s big
sparring exhibition next Friday night.
Sailor Utah and Hoctor are scrappers
of a type who seldom get into a locality
of this size, and the fans will have a
chance to see what these notables are
l.ke. There will also be a great desire
to see what Young Howell of Waldo
boro can accomplish with a man of
Rocky Grim's type.

Captain George W. Wheeler, Charles
Blake, Adelbert Clark, Haymond Clark
and Frank Stevens comprise the com
mittee which has charge of Thursday
right’s levee and ball in the Arcade.
The host on this occasion is the James
F. Sears Hose Co., which it is well to
remember, answers all alarms. It is
expected that the Rockland Band of 18
pieces will head the parade. Some nice
souvenirs will be given away, and there
will be nice music for the dancers

WAISTS

Dame fashion has decreed that waists have come back to
their former place in my lady’s wardrobe, also that the
jacquette overblouse is a most popular garment. We
have just'opened a most attractive assortment of new
blouses, and invite your inspection. All of the new and
desired materials are represented in our stock at popular
prices. 1 hese are the blouses to wear with the -much
worn pleated skirts.

SKIRTS
Just received twenty-five sport skirts of stripe and plaid
wool materials, made to sell for $15., $18., $20. Manu
facturers’ less your gain, so we are oflering these for

$8.75 each

waist band 25 to 33
Mail and phone orders will receive our prompt attention

Lew Hanley has a dance at Watts
Hall, Thursday, May 17. Fogg’s Or
chestra of Brockton—one of the best
—adv.

Sizes 5 to 8
Sizes 5 to 8.................................. $1.00
8'/2 to 11 ..............................$1.25
11'/2 to 2 ............................. $1.35

OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT

Boston Shoe Store
?78 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
Penobscot View Grange holds a fair,
sfipper and dance tomorrow afternoon
and evening.
At Thursday’s meeting of the Relief
Corps plans will he completed for
Children’s Day and other .business of
importance. Picnic supper for workers
in the afternoon only.

"Maplehall," Axel E. Brunberg's
farm in Camden, has been bought by
Harry C Rogers of Rockville, who will
occupy it. The sale was made through
Robert U. Collins' agency.
At the regular meeting of the board
of directors of Knox Hospital last
night the new wing was inspected and
plans for its completion canvassed.
Much satisfaction was expressed over
the progress made thus far.

Warren Schools
A prize speaking contest was held at
the Intermediate school Friday after
noon and It was a contest that will
long lie remembered hy those who were
present. Never did judge* nave a more
difficult task to perform, so well were
the stlections given. Special credit is
due the teacher, Mrs Newbert. It is
hoped that many of the selections may
he repeated so well were they given.
Folipwing is the program: Song of
Arbor Day. Arlene Davis; Character
Sketch. Joseph Connell; I’m Hungry
Ma. Marjory Spear; Spring, Esther
Wiley; A Description, Eunice Libhy;
An Anecdote of Lincoln. Robert Con
nell: Tite Deserted Farmhouse, Alice
Miller; Spring Has Come, Kathleen
Spear, Lilllas Kenniston and Lois Hay;
A Story of Longfellow, Irven Gammon;
The Wind at Daybreak. Donald Ken
niston; Twins, Orin Harding; Robin
Hood, Ernest
Blackington;
When
Grandpa Was a Little Roy, Tauno
Manner; A Little Brown Seed in the
Furrow, Christine Brown; Our Kind of
a Man, Lily Manner; How Brer Rab
bit Lost His Fine Bushy Tail, Kath
leen Spear; An Interesting Railroad
Journey. Sherwood Sidelinger; Before
Vicksburg. Lendall Pendleton; At the
Little Boy’s Home. Dorothy Jones. The
prizes were given to Marjory Spear,
first; Orin Harding, second; and
Robert Connell and Irven Gammon, tie
for third. The judges were Superin
tendent and Mrs. Rowe and Miss
Fifield. The School Exhibit planned
for the first week in June has been
postponed until October 19.
• * • •
Union High
Senior class parts are all written and
some are already learned. The plans
for graduation are different from the
usual this year. It is planned to have
an out-door affair on the Common. The
Colonial Orchestra of Brockton has
been hired for this occasion.
Ida Hills is out of school with the
measles.
It is reported that Inez Ripley has
received several may baskets this sea
son. Lucky that Inez is a good fast
runner!
Union High has been retained on the
approved schools listed hy the New
England College Board. Students may
enter any of those colleges without ex
amination, provided that they main
tain an average rank of 85.
Every student who has a perfect at
tendance for the spring term will have
2 per cent added to his rank. This is a
good plan to help stimulate students to
good attendance. We need that 2 per
cent!
Friday was observed as clean-up
day. Everybody turned out for an
hour and a half. Results were most
gratifying. The grounds look well now
and let's keep them that way.
The game with Waldoboro was call
ed off Saturday. We hope to play them
here Wednesday. Game called at 3
Everybody out. It’s your first chance
to have a peek at the team. Fair
Grounds.
Mr. Rowe and Principal Young called
at Appleton High School last Wednes
day. The object of their visit was to
get students to come hack next year.
We hope there may be many.

Considerable interest was manifested
yesterday in the nearly lifesize camel
which appeared in Fuller-Cobb-Davis
northern window. He was there to
advertize certain camel's hair goods to
lie sure hut makes one of the cleverest
hits of advertising seen in many a day.
He has appeared in several large cities
and won mention in the big dailies, so
Rockland may be well pleased to en
tertain him. lie will remain here about
a weik. His coming resulted largely
from the recent visit made by Ernest
C. Davis and Lucien K. Green to the
National Furrier Convention in New
York. This affair was one of the biggtst trade conventions ever attempted
and Included a banquet in the grand
There will be a Grand Opening of
1 all room of Hotel Astor with- 3000 Rockville hall with a May dance and
present and speakers of national re supper Wednesday. May 23. Music by
pute and a grand fur pageant at Madi Marston’s Orchestra.
58-61
son Square Garden with 10,000 pres
ent.
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Fulle r - Cobb-1 )avi s

Worcester. Mass., despatches gravely
informed the public the other day that
Henry E. Dixey had challenged Wilton
Lackaye to a 10-round bout for the
benefit of charity, ahd said that there
had been had blood between the men
for more than a year. This may have
been merely a publicity stunt, although
actors of that calibre are not apt to re
quire much extra publicity. What will
interest Rockland readers is the fact
that Dixey once appeared on the stage
at Farwell Opera House under circum
stances that tire still recalled by some
of those who were on the “inside.”
The play was “Adonis," if the writer's
memory is correct.
All milk dealers are interested in the
ordinance which is now pending in the
City Government. It was presented at
the April meeting, hut tabled for one
month in order that the dealers may
have a chance to discuss it, and to ap
pear if they so desire at the next meet
ing, Monday, June 4, when the ordi
nance will be acted upon. It reads:
"No person shall sell, offer, expose, or
keep for sale In any shop, store or other
place, any milk In quantities less than
two gallons, unless the same is sold,
offered, exposed or kept for sale in
tightly closed or capped bottles, or re
ceptacles. Nothing contained herein
shall prevent the sale of milk from
cans, erdeks, coolers or other recepta
cles in restaurants, hotels or at soda
fountains, when the milk is to he con
sumed on the premises by patrons or
dering the same. Whoever violates the
provisions of this section shall he fined
net more than ten dollars.”

Patrons of the Grange are requested
to keep in mind the Pomona meeting
with Georges Valley at Appleton, May
19; also the Sunday services May 20 at
Pleasant Valley Grange hall. The
Pomona meeting will he at 2 o’clock
standard time. The lecturer has an ex
cellent program promised- her, and all
patrons and friends of the Grange will
he made welcome.
•
——
•
At Friday’s meeting of the W. C. T.
U. the following delegates were chosen
to attend the county convention which
is to be held in Thomaston, May 23:
Mrs. Lucy Burton, Mrs. A. H. Newbert,
Mrs. W. A. Brawn, Miss Mabel
Stavey, Mrs. Frank Gregory, Mrs.
Annie Burton. Mrs. Henry Schwartz,
Mrs. W. S. Rounds, Mrs. Rebecca In
graham, Mrs. Frank Flint.

For the convenience of Park Theatre
patrons the new schedule under day
light saving time is as follows: Mati
nee at 2: evening at 7.15 and 9 o’clock.
The management believes that owing
to the long evenings they wiM find this
a happy compromise and a convenient
time at which they may best enjoy the
movies without hurry or inconvenience.
The time and schedule of Itoth the
Park and Empire are printed in today's
paper In the display advertising ot the
theatres.
An automobile smash with serious re
sults occurred at the corner of Main
street and Talbot avenue last night at
9 oclock when a truck owned and op
erated by Clarence Richards swung
wide in making the corner and was
struck by a south-bound electric car.
The truck was knocked onto the side
walk and in its course struck Mrs. Eva
Marsh of Thomaston, breaking one leg
and inflicting other injuries. Her com
panion escaped with minor cuts and
bruises. Mr Richards reported at Silshy Hospital after the excitement was
ever to have three fractured ribs
strapped. The truck was badly dam
aged.

Tomorrow night’s meeting of the
Baptist Men’s League will also he the
annual meeting, l/ was necessary to
employ a special caterer to serve the
supper, and a slight extra charge will
be made. This however, will be more
than offset hy the fact that o generous
slab of strawberry shortcake will be in
There will be a sale of aprons and
cluded in the menu. George B. Wood,
cooked food by the Baptist ladies, at
president of the Rockland & Rockport
Read Burpee’s Carpet Sale ad on the Maine Music Co. store next Sat
l.lme Corporation will he the speaker,
urday at 2 o’clock.
and all told It ought to he the most in page 2.—adv.
teresting meeting of a most interesting
year.

The Knox County Ministerial Asso
ciation met in Warren yesterday. Rev.
J M. Remick of the First Baptist
church acting as host. Twelve pastors
rat down to a nice dinner served by
the ladies. The speaker was Bey. C.
H. B. Seliger, formerly of Vinalhaven.
who now makes his home in Camden.
His subject was "The Motherhood of
Tomorrow” and was ably handled. The
Association accepted with evident
pleasure an invitation to picnic at
North Haven ihe first Monday In June,
the wives also being Invited.

Misses’ and Children’s
BROWN CALF PLAY
OXFORDS

WANTED

EXPERIENCED STITCHERS
—ON—

POWER

MACHINES

ALSO BAND SEWERS FOR VEST DEPT.
Apply To

MODERN PANTS CO.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

WILLARD COMES BACK
Ex-Champion Is Again In
the
Pugilistic Limelight
Through His Defeat of
Floyd Johnson.

L. E. BLACKINGTON

News of the Busy Educational
World In and Outside of
Knox County,

[

Light passenger traffic, but good
freights, seems to be the verdict with
the Eastern.
But summer traffic
Captain Ralph W. Brown of the 305th
seldom does begin before the first of
June, and the Investigating committee Company, C. A. C. has been appointed
has not yet reported ns -to the where marshal of ihe Memorial Day parade.
In the line cf march will he 305th Com
abouts of summer.
pany (as escort). Edwin Libby Post,
Materials have been assembled for G. A. R.; Ralph K. Ulmer Cam]). Span
the resurfacing of the tarvia road be ish War Veterans; Winslow-Holbrook
tween Rockland and Rockport. Now Post. American Legion: Ladies’ Aux
If there was only some way to remove iliaries, Roy Scouts and Girl Scouts.
the camels which make life miserable Fire Companies, School Children. Sal
for motorists on that highway how- vation Army and Chamber of Com
merce.
happy we would all be.

Capt. Luke A. Spear has been missed
from his familiar haunts the past week.
That his time has been used to good
advantage is shown hy the excellent
appearance of his residence on Limerock street which has been under the
treatment of his skilled painter's brush.

They Aro a Good Trade

OXFORDS AND PUMPS

lime 4—-Summer school opens at Garlhgan-

Just take a stroll toward'the Northend if you don't think that section is
booming.

those
WOMEN'S BROWN SIDE
OXFORDS (Rubber Heel) for

Ladies’, Misses’ and Children's

non Lodge. Owl's Head.
June 8—Graduation exercises, Rockport High
School.
June 12-13—-Department Council and Field
Day of Patriarchs Militant In Rockland.

will

We are having a grand sale on

$1.98

May 25-28—Stale Convention of Maine Fed
erutfon of Business anil professional Women’s

Rockland Lodge. F. & A. M.
work on the third degree tonight.

BOYS’ & YOUTHS’

Lace To the Toe

May 1**-----Fair, supper and dance at l'enob-

st ot View Grange hall.
May 18—Ladles' night at Ihe Klks Home.
Moy Id I League Basebull)—Lincoln Academy
vs. Thomaston High, in Thomaston.
May 17—(2.30 p. nt.| ladies' auction at tlie
Country Club.
May IT—Thomaston: Lew Hanley's dance;
Foggs Orchestra or Brockton.
May IT—Annual gift hall of .lames F. Bears
Hose Co,
May IS—Sparring exhibition at the Arcade.
May 18—All-Star Muslcul Revue and dance
at Glencove Grange hall.
May IP—Cake and apron sale bv First Bap
tist women at Maine Music Co. store.
May IP (League Baseball)—Rockland High
vs. Thomaston High, Broadway ground.
May 21— Hearing in Wiscasset on ridgecoiub
cut-off.
May 22—Dance al the Country Club.
May 23—Knox County W. C. T. U. conven
tion In Thotuasittn.
May 23—W. C. T. U. County Convention at
Thomaston.
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E. A. GILDDEN & CO. j

BOOTS,

SHOES, CLOTHING

Rockland, Maine

Cantilevers

Are All-Day
Shoes
IT’S not hard to find a pair of shoes
™ that are comfortable as you walk
down-town in the morning,’ fresh and
unttred; but it’s quite a different
matter to find a pair that will be
equally easy on your feet after a long,
tiring day.
Cantilevers are specially designed
to give support that will prevent ex
treme foot-fatigue, and for this reason
will he as comfortable at night as
when you first put them on.
Comfort and foot well-being are the
most important results of wearing
Cantilevers, but they have the added
advantage of looking smart for tail
ored wear at all times. The flexible
Cantilever arch, that gives with every
movement of your foot, will make you
unconscious of wearing shoes at all,
except for the comforting assurance
of being well-shod.

A flexible Shoe for your flexible foot

feLntilever
\Shoe
sac

George Green of South Thomaston
was being cordially greeted by Rock
land friends yesterday, his first time
uptown since he returned from his win
ter’s sojourn in Lynn, Mass.

The movement to organize a Daugh
ters of Veterans tent in this city is
meeting with excellent success. Be
tween 30 and 40 charter members have
already been listed.

^jSTRANDTheatre
Home Of the Organ With the Human Voices
JOSEPH DONDIS, Manager—PHONE 892.
Performances Benin at 2:00 and 7:00 P. M., Daylight Schedule
"For God’s sake tell me who you are.”

A dramatic scene from

THE VEILED WOMAN”
which has its final showings today.

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY
Helen Chadwick, Gaston Glass, H. B. Walthall,
Eleanor Boardman and Kale Lester in
« n i
in „

GIMME

Suppose you had borrowed Five Hundred Dollars to buy a trousseau
for your honeymoon—and then suppose your husband were to learn
of your mysterious debt later on.
What would you say in answer to his jealous accusations?
The heroine of Rupert Hughes’ stirring drama vowed that she would
pay back her debt if it were the last act of her life. It looked as if it
would be, but true love has a way of overcoming difficulties .and
Rupert Hughes has told this story of domestic life with keen un
derstanding and sympathy. It’s a picture that every one will Iove!

May 18 and 19—“The Man From Downing Street”

WALDOBORO, ME.

uniniiiiiuunnaniffii!!

BABY

CHICKS

BORN
Two giants of the prize ring, Luis
Seaman—-Rockland, at Silshy Maternity Hos
Ingel Firpo, pride of the Argentine, pital, May 11. to Mr. and Mrs. Horace Seaman,
—Barbara Louise.
and Jess Willard. Kansas man moun a daughter
Koblshaw—Rockland, May 9. to Mr. and Mrs.
All ready for delivery. Several thousand to select from in our
tain, stood out Saturday night as chal Herbert .1. Koblshaw, a son—Roland J.
Thomaston store window.
Davis—Peer Isle, May 10, to Mr. and Mrs.
lengers for the fistic throne occupied
$2.50 to $3.00 per dozen; $16.00 to $25.00 per hundred. Eight
by Jack Dempsey, after scoring kock- Wilber R. Davla, a daughter.
different varieties. Bred from heavy laying trap nested stock.
out victories in the two main bouts
MARRIED
Hatches are very small all over the country which looks like
of the Milk Fund carnival before a
Pierce-Brown -Rockland. May II. at the Meth
high priced eggs for next winter. Poultrymcn are planning to hatch
crowd of nearly 70.090 at the Yankee odist parsonage, by ‘Rev. K. V. Allen, Miss .Mar
garet
Pierce
and
George
Brown,
both
of
Deer
all through Juno this year.
Stadium in New York.
Firpo demonstrated once more he is Isle.
We have contracted for several thousand chicks to be delivered
Wiley-Pease—Tenant’s Harbor. May 12, by
one of the most terrible hitters who Rev. -Vt. S. Howes. Errol Wiley and Miss
each week for the balance of May and June. Order today to be
Gladys
l
’
ease,
bo'.ii
of
Tenant
’
s
Harbor.
has climbed to pugilistic prominence in
sure of delivery. Thomaston store open Saturday evenings until
Gross-Ulmer—Rockland. May 12, by Rev. B.
recent yars by knocking out Jack Mc P. Browne. Eugene W. Gross and Lucy K. Ul
9:30. o’clock.
.
Auliffe, 11, 6f Detroit, in the third mer, both of Rockland.
Chicks shipped by Parcel Post on receipt of check or postoffice
Urockell-Ladd—Vinalhaven, May 12 by D.
round. Willard while none too impres
H. (Hidden. .1. P.. John B. Crockett of North
order.
sive in his comeback after years of Haven
and Elizabeth E. Ladd of Union.
idleness, proved himself the master of
ORDER TODAY. WRITE OR PHONE FOR PRICE LIST TO OUR
his young Iowa antagonist, Floyd
DIED
NEAREST BRANCH
Johnson, and was awarded a technical
Smart—Rockland, May 15, Fannie M., widow
knockout after 11 rounds of the most of Albion K. Smart, aged 79 years, 3 months.
Funeral Thursday at 2 p. m. at 10 Laurel
spectacular battling of the card.
street.
Official figures were lacking tonight
Culture--‘Rockland, May 15. Annie E , widow
hut it was estimated that the throng of Samuel C. Counce, aged 57 years, 1 month,
15
days.
Wholesale and Retail Grain Dealers
was at least 3.000 less than the crowd
Spear—Rockland. May 13, Ellen (Austin),
of 74,000 which packed the stadium at wife of Edward K. Spear, aged 79 years, 9
WALDOBORO
CAMDEN
THOMASTON
ROCKLAND
the opening American League baseball months, 3 days. Funeral Wednesday at 2 p. m.
Lewis— Portland, May 12, Ralph Lewis of
46
SO
130
Phone 818
game recently. It was a record for a Union.
boxing show in New York State hut
Blood—Rockland. May 9, Lorenzo D, Blood,
Five to oight weeks' old White Chester and Yorkshire Pigs for sale
far behind the attendance figure of aged 64 years. 1 month, 24 days.
I
—Long Cove, May 14. Albert Slings
more than 90,000 at the Carpentier- by.Slingsby
aged 03 years. 11 months, 15 days. Fune
Dem-psey bout two years ago.
ral Thursday at 2 p. nt. from Long Cove chapel.
Firpo’s quick victory over McAuliffe
a highly-touted westerner who wilted
in the second round and collapsed in
the third under the South Ameriterrific
barrage
of
rights
can s
lefts
to
head
and
body,
and
was the most decisive bit of ring
work of the afternoon, but the triumph
of the 40-year-old Willard over a
youngster half his age in a hammerund-tongs struggle from start to. fin
ish, was the high spot of the show.
Most of the experts were skeptical
of the l’ottawattomie giant's ability to
A REAL FIGHT WITH TWO OF THE BEST MEN IN MAINE
come hack after his long lay-off, but
while he was at .time unimpressive and
an easy mark for his aggressive Op
ponent. he proved beyond doubt that
he has regained much'of his old sta
Champion Middleweight of Maine
mina while retaining his powerful
punching ability.
Willard fought coolly and cautious
ly against Johnson’s plucky uttack and
in the end his tremendous advantages
Who Has Won the Last Seven l ights
in height, weight anil reach were the
undoing of his opponent who was out
These Men Will Fight a Double-Six
weighed 53 pounds.
The tenth raw Willard waiting for
SEMI-FINAL
his chance to shoot over the deciding
blow and in the next the beginning of |
YOUNG HOWELL of Waldoboro will match his skill with
the end was in sight with Johnson reel
ing about the ring under a measured
ROCKY GRIM, the Fighting Frenchman of Old Town
attack to the jaw. The Iowa boy fell
headlong to the canvas from a jolting
THIS WILL BE SIX ROUNDS
uppercut just before the bell rang and
Manager Bill Fleming of Utah, and Manager DeRice of Hector, Have Guaranteed to Give
hay inert. Carried to his corner in a
Rockland a Real Fight.
dazed and helpless condition, his sec
onds quickly tossed in the towel in
FIRST BOUT STARTS AT 8:30. ALL SEATS RESERVED
token pf defeat!
Gate receipts were announced un
PRICES—Ringside $2.00 plus tax. Next three rows $1.50 plus tax. Balance $1.00 plus tax.
officially by Tex Rickard, promoter of
Balcony $2X0 and $1.00.
the show for the Municipal Milk Fund
Seats on sale Wednesday at Arcade. Mail orders payable to Manager of the Arcade.
benefit, as approximately $390,000.

H. H. STOVER & CO.

BOXING
ARCADE
BOXING
FRIDAY EVENING, MAY 18
SAILOR

BATTLING

Bead Burpee's great carpet sale on
page 2.—adv.

UTAH of Bangor

HECTOR of Biddeford

Every-Otber-Day
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WALDOBORO

MANY NOW GONE
List of Vessels and Captains
Hailing Frcm Neighboring
Ports 25 Years Ago.
In a recent Issue e.f :h s paper was
published a list of the R rkiand sea
captains and the ve sels they were
commanding 25 ye'.rs ago. '1 he list
leealled so many interesting memories
that The Courier-Gazette adds today
from its own tiles of 25 years ago the
name of Vinalhaven, Itockp.rt and
Deer Isle vessels anil captains of tile
same period:
Deer Isle
Vestel
Captain
A. H. Whitmore
1’. O. D .w
A mie F. Kimball
Edward Elastow
lie. sie II. Gross
Walla e Thurston
B unette
Charles Weed
Ila'iuet
John Dell
Co heeo
William 11. Harris
El, p C. If. Edwards
Georg' Alien
C. r ie E. Pickering
Frapk Haskell
II. D. Haskell
Caleb Haskell
Tiamon
J< s ph Mitchell
Eden Perkins
Sherman Hut.ijings
E Pluribus Unum
Henry Eaton
F.htmaa
George Knowlton
George Sp ifforel
James Gray
Elmo Billings
Everett Haskel!
Clarence Holden
Eben Eaton
Jason Greenlaw
H title S Collins
George Sylvester
Hattie L. Gray
Forest Smith'
Ida L. Ray
Jahn Billings
J u 1 ia Ann
M o shall Per.-in
Benjamin Paschal
Mabel E. Goss
M ry E. Burnham
Stephen Barter
Chirles Causing
Nonpareil
Otis Eaton
SI a.p Passport
Gilbert Billings
Robin Adair
H. G. Stinson
E. A. Richardson
G. P. Johnson
F. B. Eaton
Martin Paschal
Vinalhaven
Annie L. Green
/
Abbie S. Walker
Evelyn Smith
F H. Smith
5
George A. Lawry
Alien
Harvester
fc
James A. Webster
J. A
M-Hie Rhoades
Metropolis
Maud S.
Ned P. Walker
II
Rockport
Adelia T. Carleton
Anna Shepherd
A
Annie I.. Wilder
V
Antelope
Bk. Adolph O’Erig
Bktn. Addle Morrell
Caroline Kreis her
< has. R. Washington
Charles McDonald Geo
Chester R. Lawrence V
Ella F. Eells
Ella May
I
Herald
Herman F. Kimball
H. S. Boynton
Hattie C. Luce
ldella Small
D.
Bk. J. H. Bowers
Bk. Jennie Harkness
Laura T. Chester
Leona
Mary Ellen
Robert Byron
Regalia
W. C. Norcross
Ship William H. Macy

Quality
Ice Cream
The reasonably priced
dessert that everybody
likes.
Your dealer sells

,

Makes Cooking Easy

Simmons Mammond MfgCo.
cu

Portland, Maine

VINALHAVEN
O. P. Ly ins is spending a few weekn
in Boston.
Leopold ,‘c Company have leased the
Luther Page mountain to be used for a
paving quarry.
C. S. Roberts returned Saturday from
n business trip to Barre, Vt.
DeValois C immandery, K. T.. will
join with Claremont Commandery of
H i kk..’ d in entertaining PeMaloy
Cummandery of Skowhegan on St.
John’s Pay, June 24.
The Mothers’ and Daughters’ get-to
gether meeting given Friday evening
at Union church vestry by Sir Galahad
Corps of Girl Reserves, was a most en
joyable affair. The feature of the even
ing was the Girl Reserve play which
told of the purpose, slogan and code
of the organization. The address of
welcome was given by Miss Phyllis
Black. An original poem was read by
Mrs. Helen Sanborn Arey and Mils
Helen Orcutt presented a picture of the |
entire Sir Galahad Corps with Miss
Leverage, leader, to Mrs. Evelyn Arey
Hall, who organized the Girl Reserves,
and served as first adviser of this corps.
Mrs. Hall responded in a few’ well chos
en words. There were readings by Miss
Evelyn Manson and selections by the
Ukelele Club. About 20 mothers were
present. Refreshments of sandwiches,
fancy cookies and fiuit punch were
served.
At Union church, Mothers’ Pay, Rev.
E. W. Stebbins gave an impressive and
appropriate sermon on Mother and
Comforter. The music included a solo
l y the pastor, contralto solo by Miss
Blanche Hamilton and anthems by
I /idles’ Trio. At the evening service
the Ladies’ Symphony Orchestra played
several selections and a chorus sang.
Abide with Me was sung by Mr Steb
bins with obligato by W. A. Smith, Mrs.
Albra Vinal Smith at the piano.
Miss Mary Wood left Saturday for
her home at Stonington where she W’as
called by illness of her mother. Mrs.
Edith Vinal will tea-h grades three and
four at the Washington school in her

GREEN’S ISLAND
Mr. and Mrs. Bradford Bray made a
business trip to Rockland Tuesday in
the Aurelia B.
Winfred Lord spent the weekend re
cently with the Dudley family
nalhaven. He attended Union
services Sunday.
Fred Robbins launched his motor
boat Wednesday.
Mrs. Charles Chandler and son Lew
is returned recently from a visit to the
city.
Lightkeeper Fred Robbins picked up
on the shore near the station patterns
for castings for engine parts. He is
wondering if they might have come
from the foundry at Ellsworth that
was washed away in the recent flood.

SLEEVE PROTECTORS
’KEEP KLEEN KUFFS” and
“SLIP-ON SLEEVELETS’

Made to order for Mervand Women
Write for free booklet to

THE UTILITY SLEEVE CO.. Manufacturer!
ROCKLAND
MAINE

For Sale by J. F. GREGORY SONS CO

323SO>SX»,

nd nou) you must
ze mu kitchen’

Mothers’ Day was observed at the
Latter Pay Saints church and a chilaren’s concert given at the evening
service.
Lottie Sawyer returned to R
Monday, having been the guts
lather, Miles Sawyer.

OUR kitchen, after all, is the real heart of your housekeep
ing. Why shouldn’t you take pride in it ?
Nothing in your home is quite so close to the family happi
ness as the kitchen range. Three times a day you entrust the
success of your meals to it.
/
You will be as proud of the good looks of a Gold Medal
Glenwood as of its perfect baking. Its porcelain enamel surface
is as easy to keep shiningly clean as a slab of marble.
A Gold Medal does anything that two complete ranges can
do, each burning a different fuel. Your first week’s baking with
a Gold Medal will prove how truly helpful a range can be.

Y

NORTH HAVEN

returned

home

Friends of C. S. Staples and Miss
Jennie Beverage did nut let their
birthdays, which fall on the same
date. May 9, go by without some
notice. A call was first made at the
home of Miss Beverage where a May
basket was hung and after the usual
proceedings Miss Beverage was told to
put on her coat and they then proceeded
to the Staples’ home where another
basket was hung. The remainder of
the evening was pleasantly spent there
and after refreshments were served all
departed wishing Miss Beverage and
Mr. Staples many more such happy oc
casions.
<
Dr. Henry Jackson of Boston arrived
in town Sunday morning for a few
days.
Although this is the spring of the
year the family at W. F. Calderwood’s
are eating potatoes just dug from the
garden. These potatoes remained in
the ground all winter and are in A 1
condition.
Brown’s Orchestra played for the K.
of I', dance last Friday evening, ^'hich
was well attended.
Mrs. Eva Hopkins is attending the
Pythian Sisters Convention at Auburn
this week.
Mrs. Mabelle Stone entertained the
Mahiwijeno Club Monday evening.

TANK-TYPE
TRACTOR

Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
Telephone 323.
38 Summer Street.
Rockland
58-tf

Not Medicine, Not Osteopathy

C. M. WHEELER, D.C. Ph. C.
Chiropractor
Glenwood Gold Medal in Pearl Grai
Enamel or Standard Black Finisl

Diseases of the Eye;
Refractions, Etc.
407 MAIN STREET
Heurt. 9 to 12 A M.; I to 5 P. M.
Residence, 21 Fulton Street. Tel. 391-1
Office Teleyh^ie 493-W

F. B. ADAMS, M. D.
Dr. and Mrs. Leyonborg were in
Rockland Wednesday.
The North Haven High School base
ball team played Rockport High at
Oakland Park Wednesday. Score 12-9
in Rockport’s favor. Nearly every
member of the school accompanied the
boys on the trip. Capt. Herman Cooper
and Herbert Parsons taking the crowd
over. On account of rough weather
they did not return until the next
morning, some via steamer Westport,
others with the boats which took them
over. Only a few were good sailors
and although school kept, report has
it a few were unable to either see or
hear. In fact they didn’t care whether
school kept or not*
Mrs. Lizzie Gillis has opened her
house for the summer.
Parker Crockett has a new Chevrolet
and will run a jitney frcm the ferry
landing to Vinalhaven.
Joseph Bellmore had a new car ar
rive this last week.
Rev. if. G. Perry and family are
moving into the parsonage this week
after having spent the winter at the
village in the Bray house.
Mrs. Hanford Webster is visiting her
two daughters and two sons at Bridge
port, Conn.
Asa Smith and family have moved
into their new home.
P. XI. Brown has had his house
painted gray with green trimmings.
Mrs. F. M. Calderwood has opened
her ice cream parlors and once more
Havener’s cream is on sale.
Mrs. Minnie Cobb who has been with
Mrs. II. M. Noyes the past wefk, has
returned to Rockland.

lENANT’S HARBOR
On Wednesday evening a few friends
of Capt. and Mrs. Charles Holbrook,
spent a very delightful evening at their
lome, tire i evasion bring the birthday
yf Capt. Holbrook. “Charlie’’ would
not tell his age but later in the evening
the candies on the birthday cake dis
posed the secret, the number being 53
Two unexpected guests appeared and
introduced themselves as Mr. and Mrs
Highblow of Kentucky. Mrs. Highblow presented Capt. Holbrook with a
very useful article as a birthday gift.
About 9 o’clock the guests Were invit
ed to the dining room where an appe
tizing lunch h ul been prepared by Mrs.
Holbrook. Till table was very prettily
de-corate el ith pink and white and the
unch consisted of “orange pine-apple”
ice cream, cake, fancy cookies, fancy
candies, salted peanuts, and last of all
the h.rthday cake. Ail departed at a

ren were playing with matches. Some
tnen who were working on the road in
that vicinity assisted in getting many
of the household goods out. They were
put into the Teeie house temporarily,
ind the family were w. Icomed into the
tome of Darius Cook until other ar
rangements could be made. Special
sympathy is felt for Mr. and Mrs.
Kalio as their home and furnishings
vere not insured.
/
Tic ligures of the Senior Class High
School drama, "A Wild Man From
Sorneo,” which was presented both in
his place anek Port Clyde have just
icen given, the net proceeds being Jill.
Henry Alien was home from Water.iile for the weekend.
Miss Gladys Pease, daughter of Mr.
ind Mrs. William Pease of Martinszilie was uiflted in marriage to Erroll
tViley, son of Leander Wiley May 12.
The ceremony was performed at the
Baptist parsonage, Martinsville by
Rev. II. S. Howes. Congratulations
and a host of good wishes are extendd to the newlyweds.

WEST LIBERTY

FARMERS’

THE S1LSBY HOSPITAL
E. B. SIL$BY, Surgeon
—and—
X-RAY OPERATOR
SUMMER STREET, ROCKLAND
Telephone 123

GEORGE W. FOSTER
Dealer in Pianos
Fine Tuning
\
75 Cedar Street. Tel. 572-M.

FRED M. BLACKINGTON, Agent
54 WALDO AVENUE, ROCKLAND.

GILCHREST

TEL. 472-3

MONUMENTAL

WORKS
Successor to A. F„ Burton

WANTED

GRANITE AND MARBLE

to exchange new furniture for your old. We must keep our second
hand department filled, and are willing to exchange new modern
furniture for your old; also ranges and musical instruments.

-

x

V.

F. STUDLEY

279-285 MAIN STREET

CEMETERY WORK
Main Street
THOMASTON, MAINE

M-tl

ARTHUR L. ORNE

insurance

UNION

CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
The Famous Sheet MjbIo you see adver
tised ia all the ieadinf magazines. Over
2200 selections—send for catalogue.
MAINE MUSIC CO, Rockland. Ma.

S.

370 Main St., Rockland, Me.

Gambler’s Chance

THOMASTON. MAINE

SHEET MUSIC 15c

Office hours: 8 to 9 A. M.
I to 4 and 7 to 8 P. M. and
by appointment
400 Main St. ROCKLAND, MAINE
Telephone 160-W
45tf

Part Boynton, who has been in poor
health all wintir. is now seriotisly ill.
Arthur Boynton is sawing up the
wood piles here with his gas engine
Drs. T. L. & Ruth McBeath
saw.
L rt E. Cunningham anil family have
Osteopathic Physicians
moved to Moody Mountain, Searsmont
38 UNION STREET. ROCKLAND. MAINE
and he and his son Frank are at work
HOUKS: 9:09 A. M. TO 4:00 P. M.
in the woods chopping lumber for the EVENINGS
SUNDAYS BY APPOINTMENT
Fenwick Lumber Co. They report a
Telephone 138
nice neighborhood and tike fine. They
have had a telephone installed, which
E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
is Liberty. 12—ring 42.
Mrs. Belle Howes is at work for her
Office: VINAL BLOCK. THOMASTON
daughter, Mrs Earl iltlay at BurkettOffice {fours: I to 3 and 7 te 9 P. M
vil’e.
Rrtidence until 9 A. M. and by Appointment
Ed Howes, who has been sick for the
past week, is now convalescent. He
Telenhonee: Residence. 41-4; Office 14*
has his "tin Lizzie’’ at the doctors for
W. A. JOHNSTON. REG. PHC.
treatment at th Liberty garage.
Carl Turner was a business caller at JOHNSTON’SDRUGSTORE
Searsmont Sunday.
COMPLEE DRUG AND 8UNDRY
LINE.
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
A. T. Boynton Is at work at the vil
PRESCRIPTIONS.
KODAKS.
DE
lage at his mill this week.
VELOPING. PRINTING AND EN
LARGING.

WIRTHMORE
POULTRY FEED

DEMONSTRATIONS GIVEN

400 MAIN STREET - - ROCKLAND
Graduate Palmer School of Chiropractic
Office Hours:
Mondays. Wednesdays, Fridays. 10-12, 2-5, Z-t
Tuesdays. Thursdays. 10-12, 2-5
Saturdays 10-12
Tel.

H.V.TWEEDIE?M.D.

ROCKLAND
MAINE

WE SELL AND RECOMMEND

Among up-to-date road builders, the Cletrac Model “W” Indus
trial Tractor has long been considered an indispensable power unit.
Its crawler construction makes good footing of the softest mud or
sand. Its sturdy power can be depended upon for a full day’s work
year in and year out. Its ability to get in and out of ditches, gives
Cletrac a place in road building work that no otner form of power
can fill.

Stanley Bliley attended the Intercolkglate ilaine track meet at the Uni
versity of ilaine and spent the week
end there.
Ralph Morse and Clarence Eugley
have been in Boston returning with
ct rs for the Waldoboro garage.
Hiss Martha Hagerman was in Bath
last week.
A number of the younger set attend
'd the L. A. Aluinni play, "A Pair of
Sixes" in Damariscotta and speak in
high terms of the excellent perform
ance.
ills, iiaiv Poland has returnee! from
Friendship where she spent the winter.
Mrs. Haloid Clark was in Portland
.Monday.
Howard Norwood of Warren was in
town Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Oldis have re
turned from a winter spent in Florida.
’I lie Community supper given at thg
Odd Fellow's hall Friday night brought
in about 440.
An impressive Mother’s Day service
was give n in the Baptist church Sun
day evening. Tile' auditorium was
beautifully elecorateel for the occasion
in pink and white, the colors appropri
ate for tlie day. Rev. Guy XlcQuaitlee,
who hail preached an able sermon in
'he morning, opened the evening's pro
gram will a few remarks. “His
XF tiler’s Sermon," a touching short
story by Iran ifcClaren, was then
given in leading and song. Mrs. Maude
“ irk Gay was the reader for the evenng anil tlie musical illustrations were
furnished ley a large' choir. Although it
w. a not a union service the church was
filled with an appreciative audience.
Congregational singing anil prayer by
Rev. It. L. Sheaf closed a most success
ful service.
The1 patrons of tile Star Theatre saw
one of the best pictures of the season
Saturday night. “On the High Seas"
went far beyond the expectations of
the large audience. Beginning with
this week tlie management will offer
programs both Tuesday anti Saturday
nights. Fur Tuesday comes the great
est of ail emi'tional dramas—the play
'hat lias touched a millionxAmerican
hearts—“Tlie Old Homestead.” This
will lie seen with the world's greatest
character actor in the rede he was born
for. Theodore Roberts In the leading
part mailt' famous ley Denman Thompon well lee suppoiteel Ify George Faw
cett, T. Roy Harms, Harrison Ford anil
Fritzi Ridgway.
Saturday night’s
booking is Alice Brady in a Paramount
production, "Anna Ascends." This is
uni' of the greatest dramas of woman’s
soul ever written. The story is woven
around an ignorant young Syrian girl,
who comes to New Yolk anti inspired
by a great love becomes a successful
anil cultured woman. Miss Brady is
idmirahly supported by Davie! Powell
enel Neta Naldi.

an invitation to work the degree at a
district inciting held in Camel n, May
SI. All members of the team are reipiestcd to lie present at (very drill
meeting.
The tax collector is getting busy by
distributing the tax bills.
Mrs. Laura Williams who has been
a guest of E. <) B. Studky and Capt.
D. W. Giles, returned to her home in
Union last wek.
Capt. D. \V. Giles has purchased a
Moon ear.
Airs. Emm i Txine of WHlardham is
ill and is being cared for -by Mrs.
J4£eph Hooprr.
The Odd Fellows anti Rebekahs are
to have a minstrel show in I. O. O. F.
hall some time*this month.
Warren smokers have arrived so it
! seems spring must be with us again.
Angus Morrison of Westbrook was a
weekend guest of William L. Allen.
The Kalio house on the hack Wallston road burned last week.
The fire
started in the barn where the child-

Buying without teeing is like depending upon luck. If you gel
what you think you’ll get, you win. If you don’t, you lose.
Pictures and descriptions in catalogs, no matter how faithfully
executed, cannot tell you the exact quality of the article. You
must see it to know its real merits.

Successor to A. J. Erskine

A

Co.

417 MAIN ST. - - ROCKLAND, ME.

L. R. CAMPBELL

Attorney at Law
, Special Attention to Probate Matters
375 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND, ME.

If your local dealer were to sell you on the same plane as the
mail order house and you found the quality just a little below
your expectations, you would make him replace the article with
something better. But buying blindly you usually take what
you get and hope for better luck next time.

COR. TILLSON AVE. and MAIN «T

Why not be fair with your local merchants and help them to
provide you with honest quality at right prices? Your undivided
patronage will enable them to improve their stocks.

FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Attorney at Lav

TRADE AT HOME
Support the ToWn that SupportsYou

EDWARD K. GOULD
Attorney at Law

SPECIALTY: PROBATE PRACTICE
431 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND, ME.

Telephones—Office 468.

.Houaa 603-W

A. C. MOORE
Piano TUner ,
With the Maine Musio Company
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Every-Other-Day
ACTIVITY IN LABOR

Two Years Ago Five Million
Men Walked the Streets—
Today Labor Is At a
Premium.

Royal Cords Rank First

Where to buy USTires

KINEO
PIPELESS

FURNACES

sORE THROAT.

Oiw 17 Million Jan Uxi Ytariu

ior that
A
f COUGH/

Call us for a
demonstration

Tups full-111! M.tv 21

g

SHEETROCK
“The Fireproof Wallboard"

It Makes a CleanJob
Think of the advantages
you obtain in remodeling
or building with Sheetroclc.
Just nail the Sheetroclc
units directly to the studs
or joists, and you have dry,
clean walls and ceilings
ready for decorating:
paper, paint, panels. And,
because Sheetrock is made
from rock, it is fireproof
and cannot warp. Ask to
aee Sheetrock.

W. H. GLOVER CO.
Rockland, Me.
Left to right—Win. B. Bosworth, Chicago; Silas W. Davis, Atlanta, Capt. Lew Wallace, Jr., National Direc
tor: C. H. Folia way. Asst. National Director: President Harding: John T. Walland. Kansas City: B. M. Grant, New,
York: A. )V. Melion, Secretary ol the Treasury; Dinsmore W. Hume, Dallas; George R. Lloyd, Philadelphia;
Theodore Hardee, San Francisco; I’. G Wood, Columbus, Ohio; Howard T. Cree, Richmond.

V. F. STUDLEY
Te

ROCKLAND DISTRIBUTOR OF ALL KINEO PRODUCTIONS

278

MAIN

STREET,

ROCKLAND

|a

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
«*
Eastern Standard Time
I
Trains Leave Rockland

This photograph, taken at the con
clusion of the recent Conference of
Directors of the U. 8. Government
Savings System held in Washington,
is proof of the interest which the Ad
ministration is taking In this unique
method of Interesting the people of
small means as partners in the Gov
ernment of out country.
Since January 1st., 1922, the Gov
ernment has sold for cash or issued
in exchange for mt tured War Savings
Stamps, Treasury Savings Cerlllicates
to the amount of $292,000,000, and
thousands of small investors have thus
safeguarded their money where loss
from monetary depression or from
burglary or fire is impossible. <
Treasury Savings Cerlllicates are
issued In denominations to fit any
pocketbook: they meet a popular de
mand, and the Treasury Department
Is convinced that It is highly profit
able for the Government to distribute

Roy Brann has returned from Bristol.
Conn., where he has been employed for
several months.
Dr. and Mrs. Granville Shibles of
Cumberland Mills were weekend guests
of relatives in town.
Mrs. Cecil Hopkins is able to be out |
after <a severe illness.
Harold Fish and family are moving
into a part of Irving Cain’s house on
Main street.
Mrs. Mark Ingraham of Camden was
the guest of her mother, Mrs. S. Jose
phine Wall Sunday.
Mrs. Burleigh Feyljer who has been
the guest of her parchts. Mr. and Mrs.
Eben C. Crockett, returned Saturday
to her home in Somerville, Mass.
Charles Welch, who is employed by
Bryant & Kent, was severely injured
Thursday of last week while working
at the quarry. He was cleaning off the
bluff when the wall caved in, and his
leg was broken in two places by falling
reck. He also received severe bruises
about his face and arms. He was taken
t< the Silsby Hospital, Rockland, where
the fracture was reduced and his leg
was placed in a cast. He was removed
later to his home on Beech street, where
he is attended by Dr. Hutchins of Cam
den. At this writing he is as comfort
able as can be expe ted*
Mrs. Ellen Shepherd, who has been
spending the winter with her niece,
Miss Lena Cleveland, in Camden, is
now occupying her home on Commer
cial street.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Shibles of Win
throp were in town Sunday, called here
by the illness of Mrs. Shibles’ grand
mother, Mrs. Charles Studley of Glen
Cove.
The Veterans Firemen’s ^Association
is organizing a drum corps and they
hope to be able to furnish music Me| mortal Day.
The funeral services of Robert K.
Shibles were held Sunday afternoon at
the Baptist church at 3 o’clock, Rev.
Andrew Young officiating. The mem
bers of St. Paul’s Lodge. F. & A. M.,
attended jn a body and performed their
impressive service. There* was an unu
sually large display of floral tributes
which were silent testimonials of love
and esteem. Interment was in Amshury Hill cemetery.

WEST ROCKPORT
Mrs. Henry Fogler anil brother Aaron
Andrews have returned home after
spending the winter in Camden.
Mrs. Atwood Howard has arrived at
her summer home here.
The Baptist Association meeting
that was held at the church last Friday
was well attended. Dinner and supper
was served in the Grange dining hall
by the Ladies’ Sewing Circle. Tlie cir
cle wishes to thank all who so liberally
contributed food for the occasion.
Miss Hazel Parker is visiting rela
tives in Augusta.
John Mills who has spent the winter
with Mrs. Mills’ mother, Mrs. Davis
has rented and moved into the parson
age.
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nt least $1,000,000,000 of the National
debt over the larger number of small
investors which these securities atrrnct. At the same time it gives tlie
investor an opportunity to share in
the interest paid by the Government
an its loans with a feeling of abso
lute security.
Tlie personal interest developed by
this form of Investment naturally
lends to a keener feeling of responsi
bility In our government, and thus
encourages a higher standard of citi
zenship which makes for greater stxin our communities, more care
in expenditures, anil a more earnest
consideration of the possibilities of
the future.
During the present month the re
maining outstanding Victory Notes
will he redeemed by the Government
and tlie money thus released should
lie reinvested where it will not remain
idle and where it will lie safe. There
is no better security for a five-year

PLEASANT POINT

ROCKPORT

g I•

’

k'ZiHKN®

Telephone 713

>

KEMP’S1
iBALSAMj

>■

• tonsilitis or hoarseness,
gargle with warm salt
water. Rub Vicks over
throat and cover with a
hot flannel cloth. Swal
low slowly small pieces.

VapoRub

Conference ot Directors ot U. S. Government Savings
System, Washington, D. C., April 16 to 19, 1923

United StatesTires
are Good Tires

Washington D. C, May 5.—Dec. 28,
1920, the U. S. Employment Service of
the Department of Labor, then under
Democratic administration, estimated
that 2,000,000 workers ordinarily em
ployed were idle. On January 6, 1021,
tlie Plumb Plan League, composed of
ANNOUNCEMENT—Thero was a
A. F. of L. unions and railroad brother
hoods, gave out a statement to the efshortage of Royal Cord Clincher Tires last/
fe-t that 2,350.000 wage earners at that
year. Production is doubled this year.
time were out of work. On April 25,
1021, a little over a month after the Re
Demand more
publican administration came into
power, but before any of its policies
than justifies
could possibly be put into effect, Sam
this increased
uel Gompers himself issued a state
ment in which he estimated the num
production.
ber of unemployed to be 5,000,000.
That was but a few days over two
Whenever you
years ago. Today there is an actual
shortage of workers in 23 states of the
have a chance to
union, while in 21 other states unem
buy a Clincher
ployment has been completely wiped
cut. In only four states—Georgia, Ok
Royal—take it.
lahoma, Tennessee, and South Carolina
—is there aoy general unemployment.
This survey of the present labor situa
tion is according to statistics and re
ports gathered from every state and
every community, from labor organiza
tions and state and federal employ
ment agencies. Not only is there a
s arcity of labor throughout the coun
try, but wages are at a higher level
than at any previous time in American
history, with the possible exception in
some Industries of the year 1920. In
many Industries, however, wages are
higher today than even the peak of
1920.
Such, in brief, is the transformation
in the labor and industrial world that
las come about In the two years that
the Harding administration has been
in power.
G. M. SIMMONS, Tillson Avenue, Rockland
According to the survey made, 1-1
R. L. THOMPSON, Friendship
states report serious shortage in farm
A. J.& E. RAW LEY, Tenant’s Harbor
labor. They are Illinois, Iowa, North
THOMASTON GARAGE, Mam oir.et, Thomaston
Dakota, Nebraska, Minnesota, Wiscon
GORDON & LOVEJOY CO., Union
v
sin, South Dakota, Virginia, South
WARREN GARAGE, Main Street, Wahren
Carolina, Montana, Idaho, Oregon,
Washington and California. The fol
lowing states show a scarcity of skilled
workers (both male and female), there
A 25 cent license is not required of a
being more Jobs than there are people
EFFECTIVE IN JULY
lesident who simply hunts or fishes on
to fill them: New York, Illinois, Ohio,
bis own farm. From the above you will
Kansas. Arizona, Connecticut, Mary
New Fish and Game Laws note, until July 7, the old law’ prevails
land, Montana and Mississippi.
—that resident citizens are not required
In the following states the building
Will Not-Prevail Until That tc secure a fishing license until July 7.’’
trades are paying fabulous wages and
yet are unable to secure enough help
Date.—As to Licenses
to carry on construction under conSTRAND THEATRE
'tract: New York, Pennsylvania, Vir
A letter of explanation of the new
ginia, Louisiana, Ohio, Florida, Illinois,
combination hunting and fishing license
Pathos and sunshine, smiles end
Kansas, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Mis
souri, Tennessee, Arizona, Nevada, law which becomes effective July 7. tears, interwoven against a background
1923, has been sent by the State De
ldahh, California.
partment of Inland Fisheries and Game of swiftly moving events, combine in
The following states report no unem
to all city, town and plantation clerKs making “The Veiled Woman" one of
ployment, the majority of industries
in the State. The department is re the most engrossing narratives filmed.
) elng normal and in some industries
ceiving countless inquiries about the Regarded as the most dramatic novel
there being a scarcity of help: Mary
new’ law’ from people who think it is lhat Myrtle Reed ever wrote, “The
land, Delaware, Maine. New HampVeiled Woman” is the story of a wom
already in effect. The letter says:
r.liire, Massachusetts, Vermont, Rhode
“The Legislature which adjourned an who was deserted when about to be
bland, Kansas. Wisconsin, South Da
April 7 enacted a law, which becomes come a bride and who hid her beauty
kota, Michigan, Texas, New Jersey,
effective July 7, 1923, requiring all res behind a Veil for 25 years. The storyWest Virginia, Alabama, Arkansas,
idents of Maine who wish to hunt or opens with the youthful romance of
North Carolina, Colorado, Wyoming,
fish to be equipped with the new com Evelina Grey, the belle of a small com
New Mexico and Nevada.
bination hunting and fishing license, munity, and the young Doctor Dexter.
Notwithstanding farmers are offer
fee 25 cents—term of license, under the One day when they are at work in the
ing wages higher than any previous
new’ law. to be the same as the former physician's laboratory there is an ex
time in the history of American agri
plosion. Evelina is injured and it is
hunters’ registration certificate.
culture, with the exception of the war
“Children under 16 years of age are gem rally believed that her beauty has
period they are unable to secure neces
not required by the amended law to been marred for life. When she recov
sary help. This is also true farther
procure a license ib order to fish, but ers she learns that her lover has gone
nest of ranch hands, and in the north
the provisions pertaining to hunting away. See the rest of the story on the
west of lumber men Common labor is by such children are the same as,in* screen today. Helene Chadwick and
at a premium in many states, being
Gaston Glass have the leading roles in
the former law.
paid 70 to 80 cents an hour.
“The new’ law provides that a person “Gimme," which will be shown Wed
• • • «
who on July 7, 1923, has in his posses nesday and Thursday. .Miss Chadwick
A report Just issued by the. U, S. Bu sion one of the old form 25 cent hunt plays t'he part of Fanny Daniels, who
reau of Labor Statistics covering 53 ers’ registration certificates, provided finds herself upon her marriage to Clin
different Industries and 5,453 different he is still entitled to hold one as a resi- ton Ferris, the non-self-supporting son
plants shows that for the month af den of Maine, shfril be considered as ol moneyed parents, in the humiliating
March, 39 of those industries increased being a holder of the new’ combination though not uncommon situation of be
the number ot employes and 41 of the license, hut anyone who has lost his ing obliged to say “Gimme” for every
43 increased the total payrolls. As hunters’ registration certificate, or a cent she needs, for household things as
♦ compared with a year ago, the increase person who has never had bne, must if well as finery. A debt of $500, bor
in number of employes and amount of he desires to hunt or fish, procure one rowed from her employer before her
payrolls is stupendous.
ot the new’ licenses. As above suggest marriage, for the purpose of Inlying a
The Iron and steel industry, as com ed, the fee is and the license remains trousseau, is still hanging over Fanny’s
pared with a year ago, shows an in in force so long as the licensee remains head, and she finally goes back to her
old job in order to pay it off. Rut Lamcrease of 34 percent in the number of a resident of Maine.
employes and 86 percent in wages paid.
“In the case of alien residents, their bert, the employer, seems to see in
The automobile industry shows an in status is the same as formerly—they Fanny’s indebtedness to him an excuse
crease of 53 percent in the number of are not entitled to a 25c license until for making love to her: wnd then things
employes and 84.5 percent in the such time as they become naturalized, are more complicated than ever. In
amount of wages paid.
or are real estate tax payers for the desperation Fanny draws $500 on her
The boot and shoe Industry shows year in which they ' desire to fish or husband's aechunt in order to pay off
an increase of 5 percent in the number hunt and have lived in Maine continu the debt—and discovers later that the
of employes and over 12 percent in ously for two years prior to the time $500 is all he had. Lambert’s atten
tions to his wife rouse Clinton’s jeal
amount of wages paid.
they desire to fish or hunt.
Car building and repairing shows an
“Commencing July 7, town clerks will ousy, and a quarrel follows. Rut event
the
misunderstandings
are
increase of 43 percent in the number of retain only ten cents for each of these ually
employes and 51 percent In amount of licenses the State to receive 15 cents. cleared up.—adv.
wages paid.
Cotton manufacturing industry shows
an increase of 46 percent in the numbei
of employes and 65 percent in amount
of wages paid.
The leather industry shows an in
crease of 13 percent in the number of
employes and over 23 percent in amount
ol wages paid.
The woolen manufacturing industry
thows an increase ot 14 percent in
number of employes and 26 percent in
amount of wages paid.
The paper and pulp industry shows
an Increase of over 11 percent in num
ber of employes and over 22 percent in
amount of wages paid.
Railroads. Class 1, show an increase
ot nearly 15 percent In number of em
ployes and over 22 percent in amount
of wages paid.
Not a day passes but that the news
columns of the daily papers contain
information regarding advance in wa
ges In various industries. The most
recent advances affecting a large class
of employes was the 11 percent to over
200,000 packing house employes and a
similar increase to over 8,000 employes
of the Bethlehem Steel Co. Increases
all along the line have been reported in
textile industries, metal and machinery
workers, and particularly in the build
ing trades. Toe average wage in build
ing trades today for all classes of la
borers is $1.25 to $1.50 an hour. In the
eastern sections of the country the de
mands of building trade unions have
T'he newest thing in
reached a point where there is a seri
ous curtailment of construction work.
House Heating
In New York, Boston and elsewhere
building trade unions are demanding
PRICES FROM
$12 to $18 a day, with a bonus. More$136.00 to $186.00
1 over, they are getting it. The building
trades of Boston have demanded the
OUR PRICES LOWEST
contractors sign a two-year scale with
EVER OFFERED
a minimum wage of $11 a day.
No charge for labor except
carpenter work. Any price we
give ia complete except for
emoke pipe.

VICKS
ww
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FULL LINE OF

COLUMBIA RECORDS
STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.
L. MARCUS, 313-315 Main Straet
ROCKLAND. MAINE

investment than Treasury Savings
Certificates, which pay interest at tlie
ratf of 4% compounded semi-annually
and are free from every possible dang
er of loss. The individual loans thus
nude to Hie Government give valuable
assistance in financing these World
War ohliga.ions wliieh are now be
coming due.
They also guarantee
safety and a good interest rate to the
in'-c r. Tlie limit of individual sub
scription Is restricted to $5(88) matur
ity value which costs $4100, lint each
member of a family may hold that
rmount If lie «o elects.
g
Full Information regarding these
securities may he obtained from our
Postmaster who will give applications
prompt and careful attention. Our
Director for this District, Mr. F. C.
Ayres. 2G2 Federal Building Boston,
will give personal attention to appli
cations for adjustments of Victory
Notes or advice as to investment In
Treasury Savings Certificates.

’

for

’ Augusta, A 57.00 a. m. 17.30 a. 111.. 11.10 p.m.
D mgor. A57.OJ a. tn. 17.30a. in., tl.lCp.m.
Bath A §7.00 a. 111., 17.30 a in.. 11.10 p mt5 :J0 p. 111.
Boston. A 57.00 a. m., t". 30 a. in., 11.10p.m.
Brunswick A §7.00 a. in , 17.30 a. in., JI 10
p. in . to 30 p. 111..
Lewiston. A57.00a. m.. 17.30a.m., 11 10 p in
New York. 11.10p.ru.
Portland. A57.00 a. m , 17.30 a. in., 11.10 p. in.,
1-5 30 p ir..
Waterville A§7.0<)a m..+7.30a.m. 11.10p.m.
Woolwich. 57.00 a. 111., 17.30 a. in., fl.lGp. in.,

„

15.30 p. ni.

1 Daily, except Sunday
5 Sunday only.
A Passengers provide own ferriage bet ween Woolwit h and Bath.

D.C. DOUGLASS,

M. I.. HARRIS.

9-24-22 V. P. & Gen'l Mgr. Geifl Passenger AgL

Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.
BANGOR LINE

Leave Ro-klaml dal’y, except Sundays, at 8
P. M., standard time, for Boston.
Heturn—Leave Poston dal’y except. Sunday
at 0 I’. M., daylight saving time. Leave Rock
land daily, except Mondays, at A M.. stand
ard time, Camden "1.4" A. M.. Belfast 7.1") A.
M.. Bucksport 9.00 A. M., Winterport 9.30 A.M.,
due Bangor 10 00 A. M.
Leave Bangor dally, except Sundays, at 2 P.
and died at 8 o’clock Tuesday mum- M.. standanl time, for way landings, Rockland
and
Boston.
I ing.
Funeral services wire held
Connection at Boston with Metropolitan line
i Thursday from the home of Mr. and express freight and passenger steamer for New

Charles Stone of Port Clyde visited
! Mrs. Seavey and were conducted by York.
at F. A. Flinton's last Sunday.
! Rev. B. (i. Russell of Thomaston. A
Mrs. Lena Wellington and Miss ! choir composed of Mr. and Mrs. Ansel
BAR HARBOR LINE
Nellie Carter of Friendship were guests i Orne. Mrs. Finn nee Geyer, Mrs. Grace
Leave Rockland dally, except Mondaya. nt
of their sister, Mrs. Alfred Orne, re Moloney and l’.yion Davis sang; “Does "» A. M.. standard time, for North Haven. Ston
ington. South West Harbor. North East llarbur,
cently.
Jesus Care." and “Shall We Meet Be- Seal Harbor and Bar Harbor. Returning from
Charles Creighton and family of i yond the River.” She was laid to rest Bar Harbor at I I*. M., standard time, dally
Thomaston, spent Sunday of last week • in the family lot at Davis’ Point. The except Sundays, for way-landings and Rock
land.
at Gay's Island.
1 floral olTi rings wire many and benutiMiss Frances Campbell left Thurs ■ ful. among them being a large pillow,
BLUTHILL LINE
day for a visit in New York.
I marked "Sister" from Miss Emma
Leave Rockland daily, except Mondays, at 5
A. F. Morse and son launched from ’ Davis and Miss Saille Davis of East
A. M.. standard time, for hark Harbor, Smith
their shop March 7 a 37-ft boat for I Friendship: pinks from Mrs. Charles Brooksville, Sargcntviile, Brooklin, South BlueEarl Fields of Monh gan. The boat is ' Bucklin and Mrs. W. J. Morse; anil hill and Biiiebill Returning f/om Blueblll nt
equippi (1 with a 24 horse power Gray pinks from Mr. and Mrs. It. E. Dunn 12.30 P. M , standard time, daily except Sun
days, for way landings and Rockland.
engine und promises to lie a speeder.
of Thomaston. Mrs. Davis was born in
F. S. SIIERMAN. Supt. Rockland Me.
Mrs. Grace, Maloney has had im Cushing In 1858 anil was married in
IL S. SIIERMAN, Agent. Rockland. Me.
provements made on the inside of her 1886 to Sylvester Davis of East Friend
home, Granville Osier was the carpen ship. anil came to Pleasant Point
Vinalhaven & Rockland
ter.
Where they have always lived. She
W. J. Morse and Sylvester Davis was one of the liest neighbors and a
Steamboat Co.
wer in Rockland Saturday.
friend to every one. In sickness she
Ernest Maloney and family of Port was ever ready and willing to
The direct route be’ween
Clyde spent Sunday with his parents, do her all anil it can lie truly said of
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Maloney.
her, “A more kind hearted woman ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN.
The remains of Mrs. Mertle Seavey never lived.” Much sympathy is felt
STONINGTON ANO SWAN’S ISLAND
-Ttimpson were taken from the receiv- for the husband who is left alone.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
here for burial in the family lot at
(Subject to change without notice)
Davis' Point Sunday. George Brown
A
Little
Tree
’
s
Life.
IN EFFECT 5.30 A. M. MONDAY. JAN. 8. 1929
if Port Clyde conducted the services
I never see a little tree bursting
Leaves Swans Island (hilly except Sunday*
which were held at tile grave.
front tlie earth, peeping confidingly it 5 30 A. M. for Stonington. North Haven,
Mrs. Sylvester Davis
Vinalhaven and Rockland
The sudden death of Helen, wife of up among the wintered leaves without
Returning leaves Rockland at 1.30 P M , for
Sylvester Davis, has cast a gloom over wondering how long it will live and Vinalhaven, North Haven, Stonington, and
Swan
’s Island.
>
his community. Mrs. Davis had been what trials ami tribulations it will
W. 8 WHITE,
n poor health all winter, but for the have. Il will biller and beautify tlie
General Manager
Rockland, Maine, Jan’y 6. 1923
past few weeks had been feeling bet- earth; love the blue sky and tlie
er and Monday evening of last week white clouds passing liy and ever join
die and her husband walked to the
merrily in rite movement and (lie mu
home of Mr. and Mrs. Ira Seavey to
SMALLEY’S
make a call. They had not been in the sic of tlie elemental dances with tlie
house more than 20 minutes when Mrs. winds. Il will wcli-ome tlie llowerROCKLAND,
CAMDEN
Davis pitched forward from her chair tipening (lays of spring, lie a home for
to the floor. A doctor was summoned the liirds, and enjoy I lie summer rain.
BELFAST & BANGOR
but she never regained consciousness, Ami when comes the golden peace of
CAR *
autumn days I trust it will lie ready
is now making Two Trips Daily
ivitli ripened fruit lor the life to come.
Leaving Hotel Rockland and calling
I never fail lo hope that if tills tree
at Hotel Thorndike at 7 A. M. and
Is cul down it may lie used for a
12:30 P. M.
flag pole lo keep our glorious banner
What President Harding and In llie breeze, or lie liuill into a cot Leaving Windsor Hotel, Belfast, for
Rockland, 10:30 A. M. and 4:30 P. M.
tage where love will abide; or. if it
Governor Baxter Say.
TELEPHONE 149-M.
must be hurnl. that it will blaze on
46-tf
SUGGESTIONS BY JOHN BIRD CO. tlie licarlli slonc In a home where chil -------- -----------------------------------------------dren play in l lie firelight on the Hour/
President Harding, representing the - Enos A. Mills.
STATE OF MAINE
Nation, and Governor Baxter the State
of Maine, are* calling upon their people
County
of
Knox,
ss.
May 5, 1923.
to curtail on the use of Sugar, thus
Taken this fifth day of May, A. D. 1923, on
mobilizing in a concentrated effort to
execution dated April thirtieth, A. I). PJ23, Is
reduce the price.
sued on a judgment rendered by the Supreme
■ludiclal Court for the County of Knox, at a
To those who are joining these high
‘.eiin thereof begun and held on the first Tues
officials in this movement, John Bird
day of April, A. D. 1923, to wit, on the seventh
Company, the manufacturers and dis
day of April, A. I). 1923. in favor of Hammond
Coal Co., a corporation Incorporated under the
tributors of the Three Crow Brand, beg
laws of .Massachusetts and doing business at
to call to the attention of such, ad
IKG’JLATION SIZfc WITH NAM*
Worcester in said Commonwealth of Massachu
vantages that may be derived from an
setts. against Mrs May Truscott of Owl’s Head,
AND ADDI18SB < V MAKEH AND
in the Countv of Knox and State of Maine for
increased use of our line of flavorings,
NET WEIGHT, IN ACCORIMNCB
llie sum of three hundred and eleven dollars
pungent spices and fragrant herbs.
WITH FEDERAL LAW.
and fifty-nine cents, and twenty three dollars
The Flavoring Extracts—Vanilla,
and ninety-seven cents costs of suit, and will
be sold at public auction, on the premises In
Demon, Orange, Strawberry, Pineapple,
$4.50 per 1000 Sheet*
said Owl’s Head, to the highest bidder, on the
Banana, Almond, etc., may Jie used in
twentieth day of June. A. 1). 1923, at one
For Pound size
bread puddings, or in liny dessert
o’clock in the afternoon, the following described
Postage
<5
cents
sddltloasl
real estate and all the right and title and In
where the recipe calls for Sugar and all
terest which the said Mrs. May Truscott lias
or part of it is left out—a liberal use
and had In and to the same on the eighth day
of these flovors will go to onset the
of August, A. D. 1922. at two o’clock and ten
$2.75 per 500 She 2*
minutes in the afternoon, the time when the
necessity of using Sugar.
A cent's
Posl.ige IO cents additional
same was attached 011 the writ in the same suit,
worth of flavoring added to many dish
to wit :
For each additional 1(881 sheets urdes make them inexpensive and palat
A certain lot or parcel of land with the
) ered *1 same lime, add to the prloe
buildings thereon, known as Owl’s Head Inrt.
able.
situate at Owl's Head, in the col *y of Knox
of
first
1(881,
$4.nu
and
**
cents
postPledge consider the vast range and
and State of Maine, bounded anil ascribed as
Sire for each ll»8).
follows, to wit :
uses of our aromatic Spices—Ginger.
Beginning at stake and stones/ it hlghwuter
Cloves. Cinnamon, Allspice, Nutmeg,
mark on the west shore of Ow'.’s Head Harbor
lied. White und Black Pepper. Paprika,
$4.00 per 1000 Sheet*
on the south side of the road leading to Rock
land thence south S'» deg. west or as said road
Ground and Leaf Sage, Mace. A tea
For Half PomdiI »!»r
runs. 13 rods and IS links to the post In the
spoonful of our Orange Peel Whole
Postage It) cents addlth-as'
northwesterly corner of the fence: thence south
Mixed Spice put Int i Ilani when boil
20 deg. west G rods and 20 links to stake and
stones and 1G 2 3 links from the northwest
ing improve* it more than Sugar.
$2.50 per 500 Sheet*
corner of the stah'e; thence south GG deg.
Our Three Clow Soda will sweeten
west 4 rods and 1G links to a large rock;
PnsLagr 10 cents sddltloaai
Meals und make them more tender.
Ihence south 9 deg. east G rods and 21 links;
thence south 13 deg. cast 3 rods and 19 links
Our Three Crow Cream Tartar, a
For each addilional 1(88) aheets ord
to a cross in a bluish t o’ored ledge, the last
pinch in a glass if water. Hoover says,
ered al same lime, add to tile prlos
four courses being on the easterly fine of a
is better for us than sweet drinks.
reserved street ; thence south G3 deg. east 11
of first ItHsl, *3.50 and it) cents pvstrods and 10 links to high Wider mark; thence
The range ot uses of our Three Crow
«ge foe each 1188)
by the shore north about 5 deg. east 22 rods;
Variety are so many, that you will find
thence north 17 dig. cast by the shore. 10 rods;
then) very helpful in aiding you to use
THE
thence north about IS dig. west, S rods and
IS links to first hounds. Being the same prem
less Sugar.
ises deviled to Horatio (’. Moulding h.v Richard
COURIERThe Genuine Three Crow Brand is
1). Rawson, by will approved and allowed in
labeled under the name of
• the Probate Court of said Knox County May 17,
GAZETTE.
1910, an abstract of same devising real estate,
THE ATLANTIC SPICE COMPANY
being recorded in Book 157, Page 92.
Rockland, Maine
|
V. K. HARRINGTON.
Rockland Maine
54-66
' 53-T-61
Deputy Sheriff.

PRICE OF SUGAR

PRINTED BUTTER
PAPER PRICES

Lost and Found

THOMASTON

DANCE

FOGG’S

ORCHESTRA

THURSDAY, MAY 17

SUPPER AND DANCE
FRIDAY, MAY 18, 1923

DANCE

WEDNESDAY EV’G
MAY 16

WARREN

Lew Hanley lias a dance at Watts
Hall. Thursday. May 17. Fogg’s Or
chestra of Brockton—one of the best
—adv.
Great sale of Genuine Congoleum at
Burpee’s. Ad on page 2.—-adv.

STORE FIXTURES FOR SALE
Glass Front Refrigerator 9 ft. x 4 ft. with ten
glass doors
1 Standard Computing Scales
I Dayton Fruit Display Stand
I Hobart Electric Coffee Mill and Meat Grinder

FRED

S.

THOMAS

CAMDEN, MAINE

58TS63
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Love
By MURA CURTIS LANE
(t£, 1923. Western Newspaper Union.)

Alter Polly leuineil about the other
woman she showed no change In her
attitude toward her husband. Jim and
Summer Cottages and Board
she had been estranged for years, and
PHIL T. WARE
MOW Ls nhe time when people are lay lug
summer vacation plans The Courier-Gazette
they continued estranged.
suggests
that ownon of cottage property, to
SPRUCE
HEAD,
MAINE
Nevertheless, it rankled, eating into
let or for sale, or accommodations for boarders,
43T-S-tf
announce the fa-H under this heading, where It
her very heart and soul. She would
will up read all over New England
lie awake in her room at night with
TO LET Furnished 8-room brick house with
clenched lists, hating, hating—not Jim,
FOR
, garage at the head of Chickawaukie Lake. One
hut Alice.
I of tiie most beautiful lakes in Maine; good
at OWL’S HEAD. ME. i Ashing. House has city water, three burner
She wondered what Alice was like.
I Perfection oil siove, good kitchen range and a
CASTLE COMFORT COTTAGE ! fireplace; telephone; four beds : cool cellar ;
Recause she herself was tall and dark,
AND
GARAGE
, refrigerator, and an Ice house near by ; boat ;
she pictured a slim little blonde person
The finest piece of Summer Pro place for garden ; postoftlce 10 minutes walk.
, two ma'is a day with Boston morning papers
as (he woman who had stolen the rem
perty
on
the
Maine
Coast. I on noon mall. Apply to MRS. MABEL RAWnants of her husband's love from her.
Throughly overhauled and painted , LEY. 130 Main Street, Rockland. Tel. 522-1 or
And Jim never suspected that she
last season—not a rotten piece of 352-5._______________________________ 51-tf
knew, for Polly never said a word.
TO LET OR FOR SALE—Two furnished sumlumber In it.
cottages, 8 and 9 rooms at Owl’s Head.
Resides, lie was nil wrapped up in
Included with the buildings is ! mer
Maine, prices low. B. F. HUSSEY, 30 Church
the strip of land extending to the S?.. Everett. Mass
Alice—hail been for years. Little by
44*«’>m
shores. Insuring an unobstructed
little, with grim persistence, Polly
view
of
ocean
and
Islands.
For Sale
learned little details about her. For
J. W. HATCH
instance, in the beginning there was
197 BROADWAY. ROCKLAND. MAINE
FOR SALE—Several good farms at reasonaI ble prices ; also desirable city property. Pleased
that letter that she had found in Jim’s
1 to show list. ROBERT U. COLLINS, 375 Main
old suit. Then there was H*e address
I Street. ______________
58 tf _
—she found that out hy seeing it pen
PARK THEATRE
FOR SALE—3 young cows, also Ford TonrI ing Car. W L. MERRIAM. Union. Maine.
ciled on a memorandum curd.
And
!
________ 58*60
Those who saw “Glimpses of the*1
Alice liked chocolates—she learned
FOR SALE—Broods Hein 82 «»«» each. JOHN
that when the bill was sent to their Moon” with Bebe Daniels and Nita
T. DEAN. East Warren. Thomaston R. F. D.
Naldi at the Park yesterday were lavish
Wanted
58-66
house Instead of to Jim's office.
in
their
praise
of
this
splendid
Para

FOR SALE New $56.«0 Cow-Boy Riding
Polly sent the bill baek to tiie candy
WANTED
—
'
'roeheters
in
infants
bootees
and
mount production which is a gorgeous
(never used!, tor Quick Sale $35.06
Stead\ work.
Submit samples. i Saddle,Also
store, and it went to Jim’s office, she drama of marriage and divorce within sacoiH-s.
other articles, (’all at 30 HOLMES
St HLESrXGER. 13 East 33rd St.. N. V. j cash.
STREET.
Cit\.______________________ 58*60
supposed. Jim never knew.
the realm of the luxurious whirl of so
58-60
And Polly never said a word.
FOR SALE—Ford Touring Car. Inquire A.
ciety. Produced by the director of
WANTED Young girl for general house
Rut her Jieart was burning in her, Robinhood” from the sensationally work. No washing or ironing. Apply at once. ; F WISNER. 386 Broadway.___________ 56*60
57-59
FOR SALE—Truck wagon, good condition.
and she had never known before wliut successful novel. Paramount has wov MRS II. 0. GURDY, 86 Masonic St
WANTED—Underwood or Royal Typewriter. Can be scon at Keag Village. HORACE W.
en together a photoplay entertainment
It meant to hate so bitterly.
(LARK.
58*80
P.
O.
BOX
156,
Rockland.
Me.
57-59
Some day, before she died, site as brilliant as purple and gold. The
FOR SALE Six used Fords- cheap KNOX
WANTED—Young men and women to sell our COUNTY MOTOR SALES CO.. Rockland.
story of a woman who was passionately
would come face to face with Alice.
ir. love—and coltfly calculating: she products. WE pay you while learning, and
58-66
Rut It was Jim who died. He fell was beautifully gowned—and didn’t teach you how free. If you are looking to get
into a {laying business write us at once. H. M.
FOR SALE-Cadillac 1918 and a Chandler
111 of pneumonia and died five days own her own clothes; she lived in Paris PITCHER. Werson. Me.
56 .8
Despatch 1926. Prices right. SNOW-HUDSON
58-60
later, Polly sitting beside him, holding palaces. Venice villas—and did not
WANTED Experienced nursemaid to care for CO., Northcnd. Rockland.
his bund und kissing his forehead. And possess a dime! She could marry any child 2 'ears old MRS. CLIFFORD WOLFE.
FOR SALE CHEAP—Farm or 100 acres, good
55-tf
house, stable, hen house, wood and lumber for
with Jim's death something of her for millionaire in three countries—and Glencove. Tel. 90-M.
home use. good orchard, never failing water,
WANTED -Capable maid for general house excellent
mer love for him awakened in her wed a pauper. The “silken” Bebe Dan
pasture, tine soil for crops. Must be
iels of “Nice People” and the alluring work. MRS. W. S. WHITE. 526 Maiu Street, sold to settle an estate. For further partic
again.
Rockland.
55-tf
ulars write MRS FLORA E. ROKES. 1390 Star
Nita Naldi of “Blood and £and” por
It was some time since Jim had
WANTED—Machinist at JVINGSTON MFG. Rente. Belfast. Maine.
tray the sensational happenings in an
48,f
been to see Alice. He had been kind eye-filling manner that makes mighty CO.. Rockland.
FOR SALE—Turkey Eggs and Baby Turkeys.
WANTED—Housekeeper in family of three; MRS I. W ANDERSON. West Meadows. Tel.
er to her. too. of laie. She wondered fine entertainment and like the splen
one who can go home nights preferred. Call 452-1.
58*60
whether he were growing tired of Alice did pictures for which the Park is not 4G1-M between 9 And 4. or 876-W.
44-tf
FOR SALE—Waxed flowers, wreaths and
ed. it will make new friendships for this
—after all those years.
WANTED—35 shaggy eats and kittens, malt crosses, for Memorial: order earl). Prices rea
A letter came from her for Jim the popular play house as well as the stars and tunale. Highest prices bald. JOHN 8 sonable. G. A. tkrk. 234 Main St., Rockland.
RANLETT,
Rockville. Me Tel 352-14. 15tf
Me.
_______________ 58-tf
day after he died. Polly put It away; who are included in the cast.
Coming
tomorrow
and
Thursday,
a
FOR
SALE
Buckeye
incubator—66 eggs—
she could not bring herself to open it.
only used once—in perfect running order. Price
drama for which the screen has waited
Miscellaneous
And she rejoiced in her grim fashion
$12. EDWARD W BERRY, 40 Broad Street.
six years to see. Guy Bates Post in
Tel. 236.
57-59
that Alice did not share her knowledge his eminent stage success “The Mas
REAL SILK HOSIERY None better, guar
FOR
SALE
—Horse,
go<nl
worker
and
driver.
that Jim was dead.
querader,” in the dual role of John anteed. Thirty-five advance colors to match Absolutely healthy, seven years old. Will be
Rut as the letters began to come Chilcote. M. P. and John Loder. It dresses. Call the representative. MILS. A. W. sold cheap. Weight 1356 pounds. JOHN PUOAMES. 11 Myrtle Street. Tel. 73-2 and die (
mure and more often—they were for is as outstanding among motion pict will cal! with samples at your address. 58-60 ! LAKKA. Warren. Me. R F. D. 1. Box 56.
57*59
warded from Jim's office—Dolly began ures as it was among stage successes.
GAS PLUMBING. Steam Fitting and Machine 1
FOR SALE—Nice pair of work cattle. A. L.
1^
grips
and
thrills
and
fascinates
in
a
Work
nf
all
kinds.
JOHN
B
MOULA1SON.
'
to be troubled. She supposed she
57-59
Tel. 74'J-R.
58*60 J RHODES, Union, Maine.
would have to let the woman know. way few photoplays have ever done. It
FOR SALE lacoh Bros. Upright Plano. Rea
has mystery, suspense, romance and the
COOKING
—
A'l
kinds
of
cake
and
pastry
She could not leave her in ignorance
sonable. ERNEST L. MEARS. Camden St.,
strange story of a man—the leader of cooked to order MRS. GEORGE EVERETT. In City.________________________________ 57*59
forever. It was—she swallowed hard men and then the outcast—and of his graham Hill. Tel. 179 W
_______ 5 -60 j
FOR SALE—’Lufkin’s Strawberry Plants. Or
—it was fair to Jim.
double, John Loder, who took his name,
NOTICE
der them now. Senator Dunlap, Corsican. Big
All persons wishing to bid on the new School Joe and Charles First. GLENCOVE STRAW
She went to see her, and found her his place in society—and his wife. A
Building at Thomaston should send their names
exactly as she had supposed—one of comedy feature. -Ksop’s Fables, and the at once to John Creighton, Chairman of Build- ' BERRY NURSERIES CO.. Rockland. Me. 58*60
News
reel
which
include
additional
FOR SALE-'Mixed Branching Aster Plants
ing Committee. Tel. Thomaston 154-3. Plans
those slim little blondes that steal
30c doz.
58-It
men’s hearts away. Alice lived in an flood scenes of Bangor and neighboring will he (>it in a few days.
Chrysanthemums .......................................30c doz.
NOTICE
Zinnias ...................................................... 30c doz.
apartment in a middle-class hotel. cities. No advance in Park prices.—
This Is to certify that Samuel Rubenstein has j Carnations ................................................ 35c doz.
adv.
Dolly wondered whether Jim paid for
this date withdrawn from the firm of Ruben- | Tomato ...................................................... 35c doz.
stein
Brothers, and that I. David Rubenstein. , lettuce ...................................................... 15c doz.
it; but she never found that out.
shall hereafter conduct said business under the ' Early Uahbage .................................... $1 per 100
Alice rose to receive her. Her eye
1 same Arm name, but as sole proprietor thereof, j L. E. CLARK, 1 Lake Ave . City. Tel. 321-1.
1 Dated at Rockland this 16th day of May. A.
________________________________57*59
brows were a little elevated; she was
I» 1933.
~FOR SALE—1919 Cadillac Phaeton $975 oo.
trying to put herself on the aggressive.
-59
DAVID RUBENSTEIN.
1920 Chandler Dispatch $575.00. Tel. 8.*6.
FOR CASH, THE
“My husband isn't coming to see you
NOTICE—This is to notify all persons inter SNOW-HUDSON CO.
57-59
ested that we will pay no bills contracted by
any more,” said Dolly.
FOR SALE—A second hand mahogany top
anyone in our name without a written order.
“Indeed?”
lunch counter, cheap, inquire of E. E. ROKES,
Signed. FRED G. AMES. FLORA D. AMES
6 Higli St.. Camden. Me.
57*58
Matinicus, May 8. 1923.
56-58
WEST MAIN ST., THOMASTON
"No. You see, he's dead.”
FOR SALE—Bay mare weighs 1256, 8 years
STRAWBERRY PLANTS—Earliest, most proThe instant she hud said It she re About one acre of land; 5 finished
' ductive. Uncle Jim. Senator Dunlap: Brand.v- old. LEE A. FARRIS. Warren. Tel. 178-2.
rooms, 2 open chambers, summer , wine, Crescent. King Edward. $3.56 for 360
gretted It, for Alice took the news as
57*62
kitchen,
large
work
shop,
or
store,
delivered; $1.25 jier 106. RALPH LUDWIG.
if she were stunned. She dropped in
FOR SALE House with five rooms and bath,
|
Hallowell.
54-58
hen house, etc., all connected. Elec
e’ectrlc lights, furnace, small stable and a
a heap of lace und muslin on the
MACHINE HEMSTITCHING. Picot Kdgo, Cov garage, all In Al condition. At Northend. two
lounge in her boudoir. Dolly stood be tric lights, fine cellar; good oppor
minutes from car line. Price reasonable. Ap
eted
Buttons.
Buttonholes.
Plaiting.
PHYLLIS
tunity for small store. Phone 468. . TOLMAN MORSE, 359 Main St. Tel. 868-M.
ply L W. BENNER. Rankin Block.
57-59
side her, at first triumphant, then pity
or write to BOX 277, Rockland.
53-tf
FOR SALE—A place that is paying 12 per
ing.
FRANK H. INGRAHAM, 431 Main
PAPER HANGING—And Inside Painting. For cent on investment besides nice tenement
Alice raised her tear-stained eyes—
Street.
5-t-tf
’such work call 349-M. C. C. JOHNSTON. 16 | for owner. Ten room 2% story house, bath,
Dolly had never shed a tear when her
j Pleasant St.. CP.v.
50*62 | good heating plant, garage, all in nice condi
tion, fruit trees, extra house lot, situated on
husband died. “Tell tne about it,” she
WHEN IN ROCKLAND—Stop at Colonial I corner
lot at Southend; ideal location. An exChambera, cor. Main and Pleasant Sts. Rooms 1 -cptionally fine place. Apply L. W. BENNER;
sobbed.
$Loo up, HAROLD H. THAYER Mgr. 48-tf
Rankin Block.
57-59
So Dolly told her. She even toln
j LADIES- -Reliable stock of hair goods a ,
SALE—21 foot power boat, 2 years old.
her to wrest the last drop of bitter
the Rockland Hair Store, 336 Main St. Mai? 3 FOR
h. p. Hubbard engine. Boat and engine In
orders solicited HELEN C RHODES IRtf
ness from her heart, that Jim had
good condition. LELAND MANN, Two Bush
57*39
AUTO TRUCKING—And Furniture Moving. I Light Station, Spruce Head, Me.
spoken her name three times before
Prices reasonable. S. P. WADSWORTH. 56 1 FOR SALE—Ulievrolet Touring ear. 496 Mod
FLOWER & VEGETABLE 1 Grace
lie died, while lie was unconscious.
St. Tel. 258-4._________________65-tf I el. in good repair. Cheap if sold at once.
“I don’t suppose you know I’ve
56-61
PICTURE FRAMING- I car-y a nice line of KITTREIMJE IHARMA< Y.
of All Kinds
1 Mouldings and can All all orders promptly and i FOR SALE—Burpee’s Furniture Polish. Used
known about tills for yenrs?”
I at reasonable prices. EDWIN 11. MAXCY, over | in Rockland for sixty years. Large bottle 60c;
“Listen to tne!” Alice had risen and
; Payson’s Store, at the Brook.
small bottle 30c. BURPEE FURNITITIE COM
was confronting her. "Jim loved you
PANY.______________________________ 56-tf
more than me!”
FOR SALE—New and Second-hand House
"What
and Office Safes, all sizes. II. F. HICKS. 65
5 o Let
Limeroek
St. Tel. 564-M.
56-61
“It's always the way. Didn't you
TO LET—Property in Rockville, known last
288 MAIN STREET
FOR SALE—At a bargain. Bay Mare, 8 years
know? They alwnys go back to the
| summer as tiie Priscilla Tea Room. Would
old. weighing 966. Sound, clever and fearless,
intake delightful summer hour . Tel. 217-IM.
58-59
wife in the end. Y’our husband and
with 2.27 mark; extra good roader. DR. C. F.
|__________________________ _________ 53-tf
FRENCH, 87 Summer St. Tel. 198-W. 48-tf
I parted forever four days before lie
’ TO LET Three furnl.vhed rooms for light .
was taken ill.
I supposed when he
FOR SALE Five room house, built two years
housekeeping, including cook range, gn.4 stove
■ and electric lights. MfLTON GRIFFIN. Tel. ago, good location. Telephone 564-M. 56-61
didn’t answer my letters that he meant
; 373-Al.______________________________ 53 tf j FOR SALE--Oakland Roadster. 1926 model.
It. And lie did mean ft. Y'ou see. I

SALE

in Everybody’s Column

I

For Immediate Sale

John Ackerman Place

SEEDS

C. M. TIBBETTS

loved him, always loved hint, never
loved anyone but him. And he loved
you more than me, deep down in Ids
heart, although he hardly knew it him
self.”
And she burst into bitter tears. Ant
witli those all Dolly’s hate and hard
ness seemed to dissolve. Gently she
took Alice in her arms.
"We botli loved him,” she said softly
By Gum!
The manager of a Michigan elec
tric railway claims to have received
the following letter:
‘‘If the simpering, snub-nosed, tightskirted, face-bedaubed, tittering little
ninny who stuck gum on the street
car seat on the Broadway line last
Thursday evening, and permitted me
to sit down it, will call at my office
in the ------ building, she can have
her gum hack, it is on the southern
front of my spare trousers. If she
can't get the gum off, she can have
the pants, too.”

Also WAGONS, TRACTORS, ENGINES, SAW
RIGS. ETC.

LARGE STOCK OF REPAIR PARTS ALWAYS
ON HAND.

WIRELESS SUPPLIES

SOUTH THOMASTON, ME.
—DEALER IN—

McCORMICK-DEERING FARM MACHINERY,
a machine for every use on the farm

ORDERS FILLED DIRECT from factory at factory
prices on House Paints, Barn Paints, Roll Roofing,
Asbestos Fireproof Coating, Stock Dips.
Automobile, T ruck and Tractor Oils and Greases.
36-tf-oaw

LOST—Black and green Up robe. Friday at
ternoon. between Rockland and St. George.
MRS C. E. MAKER. Spruce Head. Me Tel.
1 21-21.
57-69

This beautiful cottage, situated
NOTICE
at tht entrance of Penobscot Bay
Notice Is hereby giien of the Inns of de
All modern conveniences; 29 acres posit hook numbered 29R33 anti the owner of
of land; 2000 feet of shore front. I said hook asks tor duplicate In accordance with
■ the provision of the State Law.
ROCKLAND SAVIN'C.S BANK.
One of the most picturesque spots
By A. B. Blacklngton, Asst. Treas
on the Maine Coast. For particu
Kta kland. Me.. May s, 1S23.
,m»T tl
lars, address

I

Advancement in Japan.
A Japanese professor has started a
campaign to change the cut of the
typical Japanese garment and thereby
save the people $80,000,000 annually.
The change contemplates the aboli
tion of the custom of making sleeves
with u surplus of mnterial In them ol
the kimono type. There Is consider
able Interest In the movement but It
lacks the stamp of official approval.
.This Is likely to come later.

Ask For Prices

FOR SALE

• The Other Woman's i

Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Pearson of Bos
ton are spending a few days with
friends in town.
George Green of South Thomaston
was in town Monday.
The Fortnightly Club met Friday
WATTS HALL, THOMASTON
evening with Mrs. Levi Seavey.
Mr. and Mrs. Aagerson of Malden,
Mass., are at their home on Dunn
street for a few weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. George Moore are to
Lew Hanley has procured this famous orchestra from Brockton and
occupy the Boardman house, recently
will assure all some good dance music.
58
vacated by Mr. and Mrs. \\ illiam
Richards.
The W. C. T. U. will hold a cooked
food and white elephant sale Friday
afternoon from 2 to 4 o’clock in An
derson's restaurant.
FAMOUS
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Gould of Waban,
Mars., are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
John Creighton.
Miss Gladys Doherty spent the week
GRANGE HALL, ’KEAG
end in Camden, the guest of Mrs.’
Earle F. Wilson.
Mrs. Guy Lerntond, who has been
spending the winter in Miami, Fla.,
and every two weeks hereafter
arrived Thursday.
The regular dancing assembly has
VILLAGE IMPROVEMENT ASSOCIATION
been postponed until May 23.
nsa
II. H. Stover & Co. are showing hundreds’of baby chicks in their show win
dows.
CAMDEN
Andrews & Gordon have made ex
tensive repairs on the West End Garage
Mothers' Day was observed at all the j
recently purchased by them.
Rev. C. Wellington Rogers of New- local churches Sunday hv services ap- .
CLARK ISLAND
Jersey has been visiting at the home propriate to the day and with sptclalj
In C. L. U. HALL
decorations.
of Rev. E. W. Webber the past week.
Joei Keyes Grant Circle will hold a
Mr. Rogers is a candidate for the Con
gregational church of Warren. He has reception next Friday evening at 8
held several pastorates in Maine, o'clock for Lena A. Strong. Secretary
among others New- Gloucester. North of Department of Maine Ladies of the
Anson and South Paris. It is expected G. A. It. Kales Circle of Thomaston Is
invited to he present and each member
: MUSIC BY : :
he will locate in Warren.
may invite one guest.
Mrs. Marilla Rollins expects soon to
Smalley’s Orchestra
Mrs. Wyatt of Kennebunk is the
move into the Hawthorne house, Knox
gust of her sister, Mrs Flank .1. Wiley.
This is where everybody has a good (
street.
Mis. Fred Simpson has resumed her
time, rain or shine
The following teachers have been
position with G. W. Achorn & Co., after
signed up for next year: High School.
a three weeks vacation.
1,. C. Sturtevant, H. N. ltoundy. Eunice
Thomas Mirick has bought one of
AS TO LIVE DECOYS
1. Hocking. Grammar School. Miss the Buchannan houses on Washington
Vldae Gardner; seventh. Mrs. Marie B. street.
A Ruling Which Will Interest All
Singer; sixth. Miss Mary McPhail;
Miss Gladys Taylor of Lisbon was
Sportsmen Who Go Duck Hunting.
fifth. Miss Emily Young; fourth. Mrs. the guest of her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Nellie Brazier; third. Miss Nellie G. John Taylor, over the weekend.
At the request of several interested
Davis; second, Miss Katherine B.
An alarm from box 27 Sunday even
Mathews; first. Miss Vera Moore; ing about 7.30 called out a big crowd, sportsmen the Department of Inland
drawing, Miss Cleveland and Mrs. but proved to he only a chimney binn Fisheries and Game recently submitted
to the Bureau cf Biological Survey at
Bird; music, Mrs. Donald George.
ing out at the Farnsworth place, corner
Capt. James Creighton has returned of Belmont avenue and Pleasant street. Washington the question of a.s how the
Federal regulations as they now stand
from Wilmington, Del.
R. II. Jackson of Boston is a guestt affect live decoys. For the informa
Edward Andrews of Boston spent the of Mr. and Mrs J. A. Brewster.
tion of the public the Department has
weekend in town and Monday motored
Mrs. Alice Fuller visited friends in made public ruling recently received
to Belfast.
Northport over Sunday.
from the Bureau:
Dr and Mrs. E. W. Peaslee and Miss
Mrs. Warren Merchant and baby are
• Receipt is acknowledged of your let
Shirley Doherty attended the inter at their home on Mechanic street, after
ter of May 3 asking for an interpre
collegiate track meet and hop at V. of a visit with her aunt, Mrs. Dunham.
tation of the recent amendment to
M. Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Young and lit
Edgar Linekin of V. of M. spent the tle daughter of Yarmouth were week Regulations as applied to live decoys.
‘The Federal regulations make no
weekend with his ‘parents. Mr. and end guests of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
provisions for the issuance of permits
Mrs. A. J. Linekin.
Walter Conant, driving over in their
to persons to possess, buy. sell, or
Clarence E. Brett of Rockland has new car.
purchased the John Ackerman place
Mr. and Mrs Fred T. Simpson and transport migratory waterfowl for de
and Mr. and Mrs. Brett will occupy it Miss Virginia Simpson were guests of coy purposes. In administering the
as soon as needed repairs have heeh Mr. and Mrs. John Hooper in Auburn regulations, however, the Bureau rules
that waterfowl held under a propa
completed.
over Sunday.
Miss Vieno Raatikainen, student at
There will be a meeting of the W. C. gating permit may be used for exhi
the Curry School of Expression. Boston, T. V. at the home of Mrs. Fred D. bition Or decoy purposes. If the live
has come home for the summer vaca Aldus this (Tuesday) afternoon at 3 decoys are migratory waterfowl, a per
tion. Miss Raatikainen is a member o’clock. The members are asked to son would not he required to obtain
of the Junior Class and also a member make a special effort to he present as the propagating permit to possess and
of the Gamma Pi Gamma Society of there is business of importance to lie transport them merely for their own
said school.
transacted and delegates must he use. They could not, however, pur
Sunday marked the beginning of the elected to the county convention, which chase or sell migratory waterfowl for
decoy or for any other purpose with
third year of the present pastorate at is to be held in Thomaston, May 23.
the Baptist church. The two years
Miss Georgia Glover of Appleton out obtaining the permit.
just closing have been years of growth Ridge has been visiting friends in town.
“It may be well to state also that
and inspiration. Mr. Short preaches a
The Methodist Ladies' Aid met last the Bureau holds that where mallard
strong sermon, often of an evangelistic week with Mrs. Charles H. Burgess. ducks are more than two generations
nature.
He and Mrs. Short are The new pastor. Rev. Mr. Smith and removed from the original wild state
greatly interested in the young people Mrs. Smith were present and a social j they may be possessed, bought, sold
und they have brought new spiritual hour was enjoyed. This week the Aid i and trafficked, in without the pVrnoit,
life to the church. He has just com will meet with Mrs. Pierson on Elm I as it is not believed that mallards more
pleted a series of 12 sermons to the street.
than two generations remote from the
children, given at the morning service,
Mrs. Ella Perry spent the weekend in original wild state may properly be
on “The Gold of the Bible," using as Rockland, the guest of Mr. and Mrs. G. ! considered as wild migratory waterfowl.’’
his topics “The Golden Shield.” “The K. Mayo.
Golden Wedge,” “The Golden Vessels."
The well known figure of J. S. Bracy i
“The Golden Image,” "The Golden appeared on the streets Thursday after ■ 8AIKBONE’S MEDITATIONS
Candlestick.” “The Golden Mice." “The an absence of nearly two years. He ;
Golden Cup,” “The Golden Calf.” “The has been the guest of his son in Port- ;
BOSS LOW EF AH-S
A
Golden Bowl,” “The Golden Crown,” land. Ore., during that time, during ,
“The Golden City,” and “The Golden which he has taken many fine sight- ;
SoJER AHO Git shot
Rule.” He began another series this seeing trips. He thinks the great Pa- j
FUH GWlNE T’ SLEEP
week on “The Boys and Girls of the cifie Northwest is a great country liut j
Bible.”
Following this sermon he is nevertheless glad to see old Camden I
ON DUTY BUT HE WRONG
gave the church an interesting report again. He is the guest of his daughter, I
Bout pat — EF pey
of the Lincoln Association held at Mrs. Willis Pitcher.
West Rockport Friday of last week.
PUT ME OUT PAH PEY
Lrw Hanley has a dance at Watts !
Mothers’ Day exercises took the place
COULPN' ROCK ME T 5LEEP*.
of the regular evening service, with Hall, Thursday, May 17. Fogg’s Or-j
an attractive program of readings and Chestra of Brockton—one of tiie best
songs before a fine audience. Each —adv.
part was well given and througli it all
there was a spirit of reverence which
SOUTH SOMERVILLE
moved the audience to tears. The
choir, under the direction of Miss Ma“Gram” Allard has gone to Weeks i
helle Brown, did fine work at both Mills for a short stay before coming on
services. This choir was started two her place for the summer.
years ago by Mrs. Short, who has done
Mrs. Gertrude Bowman and little son
much for the music of the church, her Victor were calling on Mrs. Etta
voice being ever in demand. At the Hewttt Sunday.
Suggestion of the pastor, the graded
Mr. and Mrs. Earle Keller who
lessons were put into the church school have been staying at Sam Bartlett’s
a year ago, and the scholars have ta for several weeks, went to Augusta j
ken new interest in studying the lives Thursday. They expect to be called I
and telling the stories of the great this week to Spencer Mountain, when- I
leaders of the Bible.
Mr. Keller is a fire warden.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Burdick of West !
Lew Hanley has a dance at Watts Washington were Sunday guests of j
Hall. Thursday, May 17. Fogg's Or Mr. and Mrs. Merle Day.
chestra of Brockton—one of the best
Mr. Watts and daughter of West
—adv.
Jefferson attended church in this place
Copyright. 1921 by McClure Newspaper Syndicate.
Sunday.

The past Noble Grands Association
will meet Wednesday in Rockland at
the home of Mrs. N. B. Allen.
Mrs. Nellie Davis has given up her
work at the woolen mill.
The family of Ernest Achorn arc oc
cupying their new home on Mechanic
street.
Miss Jennie C. Brown of Rockland
was a guest Friday of her sister. Mrs.
Belen B. Overlock.
Warren High School baseball team
was conveyed Wednesday to Pemaquid
by F. L. Teague, where they played the
Bristol team winning with a score of
4 to 1.
Roy Harding has been employed re
cently at the home of Nelson Moore
A. B. Pearson returned Saturday
evening to his home in Wollaston,
Mass., by boat. Mrs. Pearson will be
the guest of her mother, Mrs. F. E.
Mathews for another week.
Sunday was observed as Mothers’
Day at the Warren Baptist church with
appropriate services. In the evening a
short concert was given witli the fol
lowing program: Hymn. Will the Circle
Be Unbroken; scripture reading; hymn.
Faith of Our Fathers; prayer; solo,4 The
Song of Home. Mr. Wilson; poem,
Backward, Turn Backward, Mrs. Pack
ard;
His Mother’s Sermon. Mrs.
Remick; hymn; poem. The Wa teller.
Bertha
Kenniston;
poem. Nobody
Knows But Mother. Margarette Lutz;
Helena, a Famous Early Mother, Mr.
Steward; duet, My Mother’s Bible. Mrs.
Steward and Mis. Butler; poem, Her
Little Boy, Mr. Packard; hymn, My
Mother’s Prayers; benediction.

E.very-vrner-L7ay
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W. P. STRONG
WATCHMAKER and JEWELER
WALL PAPER
ELECTRIC LAMPS AND
SUPPLIES

THOMASTON, MAINE
Tu&S-tf

GET OUR PRICE FIRST

Herbert A. Prescott
SIGN AND HOUSE
PAINTER
TEL. 44-11.

THOMASTON

We Save You Money
62TC4

CITY ORDINANCES
An ordinance providing for the licensing of
motor vehicles, hacks, etc., used for hire.
Be it Ordtlned by the ( ity Cowell of the
City of Rockland as follows:
Section 5. The city marshal shall assign to
each and ever) motor vehicle, or public car
riage. licensed as aforesaid, a suitable stand
for the same, provided, however, that no stand
shall be assigned upon any street, lane, or
square, excluded from such use by the mayor
and aldermen from time to time. The mayor
ami aldermen may from time to time assign
{daces for stands for other vehicles licensed as
aforesaid, as they shall deem necessary. No
person owning, driving or using any vehicle
intended to carry for hire in said city, wholly,
or in part, shall, while unemployed or waiting
for employment, stand in any place In the
stieets or public squares of said city, other
than the place so assigned by the city marshal
and any person who shall violate the provisions
of this section, shall forfeit and pay a fine not
less than one dollar nor more than twenty dol
lars for each offense.
Per order,
E. R. KBENE, City Clerk.
56-tf

PARSONAGE PROPERTY FOR SALE
BY TRUSTEES

!
;
.
!
|

I
J

TO LET -Furnished apartment; 6 rooms, all j
modern : electric lights, gas. hot and cold water and bath. Gall or address FLOYD L.
SHAW. 47 North Main St., Rockland Tel.
422-12______________________________ 53-tf
TO LET-Room in private family: gentleman preferred. II. A. WHITNEY, 226 Main St.
Tel. 627-M.
58*60
TO LET—Furnished house on Summer Street.
MRS. A. (’. McLOON. 33 Grove St. Tel. 253-M.
____________________________ _______ 37-tf
TO LET—Large sunny front room, attract
ively furnished. Suitable for couple. Absolute
cleanliness. Good service.
Other desirable
rooms. 25 PARK ST.
57*59
TO LET—Desirable up stairs rent of 4 large
rooms; electric lights. Suitable for couple
without children. TEL. 142-4 or 518-M. 57-tf
TO LET—Garage for one car at 226 Main St.
A. LEVY. 2nd floor on Premises.
56*58
TO LET—New Garage. Handy location. II.
F. HICKS. 65 Limeroek St.
56-61
TO LET—House at Rockland Highlands on
the car line, two minutes walk to school and
store Apply at 186 CAMDEN ST., Rockland.
Tel 289-W.
52-tf
TO LET—Modern five-room apartment after
Mav 22. Apply to H. DAVIS, corner Main and
Elm Street.
49-tf
TO LET—One of the best furnished apart
ments In Rockland. You will want it. R. U.
COLLINS. 375 Main St. Tel. 77.
48-tf
TO LET—One furnished room. 16 PLEASANT
ST. Tel. 854-W.
46-tf
TO LET—Store In Camden excellent location,
all fitted for grocery or grocery and market. Tel
238-11. S. B. HASKELL.
37-tf
TO LET—In Vinal Block. Thomaston, siore
space first floor; 2 front offices, second floor, all
of third floor, suitable for factory or lodge
rooms. Third floor formerly occupied by K. of
P. ami is all fitted. Apply to H. II. STOVER or
ERNEST C. DAVIS, Rock’and.
36-tf

i

NOTICE

New piston rings, bearings taken up, valves
ground, shock absorbers, extra tires, chains,
etc. New battery, small mileage, new paint—
ftrSt-class running order. Can be seen by call
ing at 666 MAIN STREET, Rockland. An ex
ceptionally good trade if taken at once. 56-tf
FOR SALE—.Motor Boat 15 ft. long. 2*^ h. p.
Barker Engine first class condition. Apply to
C E. COIiOMY, care Eastern S. S. Lines, Rock
land.
56*58
FOR SALE—Two horse dump eart;
One trailer, hard rubber tires;
One rip saw table.
_56 tf
HERBERT BARTER. 239 Main fit.
FOR .SALE—Dairy Farm and Milk Route.
157 acres: 65 tillable: pasture and wood; 2
never failing wells. 5(1 cattle, 26 purebreds.
rest grade Holsteins; 3 horses; hens. Machln< ry includes, 2 gas engines; milker, separator,
tractor and tools.
ton truck, manure spread
er, corn planter, riding cultivator, wagons and
sleds, other farming and haying tools. New
56x34 barn, tieup for 36 head; 2 hay barns
46x45, and 28x68; handy, twelve-room house,
cellar, hardwood floors, well water, hen houses
for 366 hens, garage, ice house and 40 tons of
ice. Large wholesale milk route takes care of
product. Located mile from city. Owner’s
health demands that everything go at a sacri
fice. Address. TWIN WILLOW FARM. Rock
land. Me.
56*61
FOR SALE—5 passenger touring ear, flrstclnss condition, cheap; pool table, first-class
condition; also large electric fan.
BERT
MULLEN, at Legion Canteen.
55-tf
FOR SALE—XTioice Dahlia Bulbs. Send for
my {.rice list. MRS. H. L. STEVENS. 192
Limeroek St., Rockland, Me.
54*59
FOR SALE—Farm of 100 acres In Union.
Maine; good buildings and land. Would make
an ideal location for Summer Hotel;
mile
from Post Office—only a few minutes by auto.
Address BOX 192. Union. Me.
54-59
FOR SALE—or exchange for a cow, one horse
rake, iron wheel horse cart, one horse disk
harrow, heavy grocery wagon. All ready for
business. Call and see them. C. E. WARD,
South Thomaston. Maine._____________ 54-59
FOR SALE—Two second-hand upright pianos;
two Columbia Phonographs, one Victor; three
cylinder Edlsons at $5 each; 106 Columbia 12Ir.cli records at 75c each. 8TUDLEY S MUSIC
STORE. Rockland. __________________53-tf
FOR SALE—At a bargain, the late William
McIntosh homestead farm on Thomaston Street,
City. Thirty-five acre farm, with all stock,
equipment, established milk route, etc. Must
he sold to settle the estate. GILFORD B. BUT
LER. Rockland. Maine.
53-tf
FOR SALE—Your opportunity to get a good
paying dry goods business. Warren’s best store.
All new goods; buy now and get the rise In
market. Sufficient reasons for present owner’s
leaving. To be sold on or after May 5. Apply
to H. G. STARRETT. Warren. Me.
52-tf
FOR SALE—Two second hand automobiles.
Inquire of R. I. THOMPSON, 439 Main St.

To whom it may concern :
I hereby give notice that on the third day of
June. 1919, in the probate court for Hancock
County, I was duly appointed and qualified as
guardian of Lucinda Jane Merchant, which de
cree is still in force. I have dealt with mv
ward as the law requires, and nr. accounting in
this connection is of public record in said probale court office.
I have continuously, since the date of my
appointment, not only accounted to my ward
hut have provided a house in Stonington for
her occupancy and have insisted that she live
in the^ same.
I have never authorized any person to fur
nish her supplies but have repeatedly notified
her and others to whom she has addressed her
self. tiiat 1 will not pay any bills of her con
Eggs and Chicks
tracting or contracted in her behalf which
44tf
have not been hy me approved of and consented
FOR SALE—Cypress counters, shelves and
HATCHING EGGS—Willie L-uhorn. S. C. 11. to. 1 forbid all persons furnishing her supplies
fixtures In the Vlnnl store. Thomaston. Apply
I. Reds and Barred Rocks. 75c per setting. without my consent.
to HERBERT H. STOVER or KHNK8T C DIOVERNESS SARKESIAN, Brick House, Mid
Signed.
B. LAKE NOYES.
VIS, Rurklaud.
36-tf
dle Street HUI. Tel. 568-W.
48tf
58 60
Guardian.

The Trustees of the Thomaston Congregational
Society desire to offer for sale the buildings
and land known as the Congregational Parson
age on Elm street.
Any members of the society, and heirs of
foimer members who were parties to tiie estab
lishing of the parsonage wishing to express
themselves regarding such sale may comniuni
cate witli tiie trustees previous to July 1st, 1923.
G. II. GARDINER.
F. II. JORDAN,
A. M. MAYO.
E. S. STICTSON.
G. B. DUJJNGIIAM.
55-60
Trust res.
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Every-Other-Day

In Social Circles F. J. SIMONTON
The arrival and departure of guests during
the vacation season is of interest both to them I
and their friends. We are glad to print such
Items of social news ami will thank our friends ]
to supply us •villi information In thi3 con
neetion.

CO.

TELEPHONE ............................................... 770 |

M. E. WOTTON, Prop. TEL. 2Z5

........ — -

- '

~=C--------------

1

ROCKLAND

I SAW CENE O'NEIL

I

Just arrived—New Line of

]

BLOUSES

I

|

AND

Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Earl nf Auburn |
have been visiting at Fred Ludwig's.
Hector Brown Tyler arrived Sunday
right from Burlington, Vt.. where he
now lias a position and where he will
make .his future home. Upon his re
turn to Vermont in his motor car to
day, he will be accompanied by his wife
and daughter Virginia, who have been
spending a number of weeks in ihis
city.

SILK SWEATERS
All the newest models and

|

colors.
|
i
]

Prices $3.98 up

412 MAIN STREET

Mrs. Hattie Mason, who has been ]
employed as nurse in Cambridge,
Mass., and other places, has returned |
to her home on Thomaston street.

Frank Ulmer leaves today for Lew
iston, where he will attend the grand
lodge of the Knights of Pythias. He
will be accompanied by Mrs. Ulmer
who will visit friends there and her
sister, Mrs. Harriet Weston in Auburn.

*

See display in our show
window at

Mrs. Thomas Wiley, who has been I
spending the winter with her aunt.
Mrs. Emily Brainerd, has returned to |
her home on Union Street.

I

FJ. SIMONTON
CO.
Rockland, Me.
M. E. WOTTON, Proprietor

I

Kenneth Smith, son of Mr. and Mrs. I
Harry Smith, Warren street, who has
been very ill from the effect of the
whooping cough which he had aliout |
five weeks ago, is slowly recovering. metal and white. The last-named is
coming more and more prominently to
Mr. and Mrs. M. R. Coombs of East the front, both plain and with highProvidence, R. I., were weekend guests colored clocks. It promises to have a
of Mrs. Coombs' sister, Mrs. L. W. considerable vogue for wear with red,
blue and green sandals, in combination
Eenner, North Main street.
with white costumes and millinery of
Miss Alsy C. Hemenway who has trimming to match the shoes. Some
been the guest of her parents. Mr. and houses continue to report a good de
Mrs. O. W. Hemenway. Union street, mand for men's mercerized half-hose
cf good quality and in light shades but
returned to Boston Monday.
there is still no sign that these colors
Miss Lucv E. Rhodes, who has been . will develop to an important_ extent for
Stopping with Mrs. Mary E. Messer | ^neral wear.-Dry Goods Economist,
the past year and a half, returns to
Mrs. Lottie Sawyer, who has been
her home Cedar street, this week.
visiting in Vinalhaven, has returned
Miss Rhodes has recently had her
house made into a two flat appart- home.
ment house and will ocupy the upper
Fred Lindsay and family have moved
one herself.
to their South Thomaston home for
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Howard of| the summer.

Winslow are the guests of their daugh
At the regular meeting of Goldenrod
ter, Miss Ethel L. Howard, 100 North
Chapter. O. E. 8., Friday night the de
Main street.
gree was conferred uixm Mrs. Mary
Chapman and Carlyle Brown.
Mrs. Lucie Spear, who has had
severe attack of grippe, is back in Dr.
George W. Palmer is at North Ha
Fickford’s office attending to her many
ven on business for a few days.
duties. Miss Dorothy MacDonald,
graduate of the Hygiene department of
Miss Marietta Erskine of Damaris
the Forsyth Dental Infirmary of Bos
ton. has been assisting during her ab cotta was the weekend guest of Mrs.
sence. Miss MacDonald is to remain Eunice E. Thomas, Brewster street.
I ermanently. giving special attention
Mrs. Walter Dodge, who has been
to oral hygiene and assisting in x-ray
work. A separate room has been made seriously ill, is improving anti would
for the new Ritter Dental x-ray ma be very pleased to have her friends
chine and oral hygiene. These are two call to see her.
very important departments of modern
The World Wide Guild of the First
dentistry.
Baptist church will meet Wednesday
The Past Noble Grands Association evening in the church'parlors.
meets with Mrs. N. B. Allen, Limeroek
There will be a circle supper at the
street, tomorrow afternoon. Supper
will be served at the Oriental Res Univcrsalist Church Wednesday. The
housekeepers are Mrs. Florence Thurs
taurant.
ton, Mrs. Anna Butler, Mrs. Beulah
Mothers' Day had double significance Tirrell, Mrs. Helen Larrth, Mrs. Ruth
for Mrs. A. B. Swcetland, as it was also Bird, Mrs. Helen Jackson. Mrs. Hazel
her 81st birthday. Owing to her recent Black, Mrs. Madeline Rhodes, Mrs.
illness the anniversary was quietly ob Lucia Miles, and Mrs. Florence Iainrti.
served, but numerous friends called at Supper will be served at the usual
her home on Camden street, where she time, 6.30, followed by the annual
resides with her daughter, Mrs. Geo. T. meeting in the evening.
Wade, and they found her very happy
Wesley Comstock, formerly of the
amid her surroundings of post cards
flowers, fruit and other birthday re H. II. Crie Co. staff, is down from Bos
ton for a visit.
membrances.

Eugene W. Gross and Lucy E. Ulmer
were married Saturday evening at the
bride's home on Fern street, the double
ring ceremony being used. Rev. B. P
Browne of the First Baptist church
officiated. The couple will reside on
Fern street.

Mrs. Ernest C. Davis and Miss Bur| delle Strout left this morning for a
| brief business trip to New York.

The I and E Club added another
good time to its long list Tuesday
night at Odd Fellows hall when it en
tertained 42 couples at a supper and
The "ladies' night” al the Elks Hnmt dance. The dining hall was decorated
ti morrow evening will be (he last of in pink and white, in keeping with the
the season. The committee has ar May season and the supper was one
ranged an attractive supper and darn to linger long over. Guests were pre
ing will follow. There are other inter sent from Camden. The affair was in
esling diversions for those who do not charge of Mrs. Nettie Perry. Mrs. Dor
dance.
is Jordan. Mrs. Clara Curtis, Mrs.
Ethel Richards and Mrs. Marjorie
Mr. and Mrs. William A. Glover left Cummings.
yesterday morning on their deferred
boston visit. They made the trip In
Mrs. Leroy Cbatto and little daughtheir motor car.
I ter June are visiting her parents. Mr,
land Mrs. William Young, at Stoning Mrs. W. E. Ellingwood left yester- I tOn. this week.
day for her old home at Onacock. Vn..
where she will be the guest of her I
Miss Irene Curtis was a weekend
mother. Mrs. Julia Kellam. for several^ guest at the Phi Gamima Delta House
weeks.
at the University of M ilne. The trip
up wits made by automobile with a
Miss Mabel M. Spear of Portland is stop ill Frankfort enroute.
in the city called by the sudden death
ol her mother, Mrs. E. K. Spear.
Dr. and Mrs. E. W. Peaslee of Thom
aston and Miss Shirley Doherty spent
Miss Marie Luden of Rockport is the weekend at Orono.
sitending tiie week at Warren Gard
ner’s.
MRS. E. K. SPEAR

at yesterday's Rockland-Vinalhaven game. For a man whose
own baseball experience was
limited to a few garr.’ss with the
old ‘"Point Rangers" Gene is one
of the most devout followers of
the national game in this city.
Ho takes 'em all in, and when
tho two New York teams were
fighting for tho big end of the
World Scries purse, Mine Host
O'Neil went to the limit by see
ing every game played. There
ate not many kinds of athletic
sports that he docs not like—
certainly not polo, or football, or
basketball. Come to think of it
he and I have seen uppjr-cuts
administered in our time.—Tho
Sporting Editor.

*|
*J
’!
*!
*j
*

Miss Sadie Tripp, who has been the
guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W.
S. Tripp, at the Highlands, returned tn
Boston Saturday. The Tripps now
have as a guest their son, M. Resile
Tripp of Portland, who is aeeompanied
by his wife and daughter.

Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Flood left San
Francisco yesterday and will visit
friends in New Yonk, Hartford, Conn.,
and Chelmsford, Mass. From there
they will motor to their Holiday Beach
cottage where they will spend the sum
mer.

❖ lard, but who could not hit like either.
The crowd did not seem to trouble
him as much as the ball.
* « * *
Rockland was minus the services of
Won Lost B.C. its regular catcher, Clyde Record,
•>
1.000 whose good right wrist has been in
Thomaston High ......
0
.500 a doctor’s care ever since the point of
1
Rockland High ........ .. 1
Lincoln Academy ..... .. 1
.500 a lead pencil was accidentally shoved
1
.000 into it. The lead broke off under tiie
1
Camden High ........... .. 0
.000 skin, and it was some time before it
Vinalhaven High .... .. 0
1
could be located. The doctor says he
will be able to play against Thomas
Rockland 13, Vinalhaven 3
ton Saturday. Knight showed well be
The Rockland High School players
hind tht bat. He had 22 chances and
went to the Broadway gr Hind yester accepted 21.
day arrayed in their bt.aing togs, and
J. Smith, the Vinalhaven shortstop,
proceeded to
make mt rry with the
is credited with several errors, but he
offerings of a festive youth by the
also made some excellent assists. K.
name of Boutelier. The Vinalhaven
Smith pulled down a nice line drive.
pitcher was not lacking in speed, and
That the girls have caught the base
the lirst two Rockland batters went
ball fever was shown by the spirited
game cf three-old-cat. which was in
progress on Broadway at the same
time as the league game. The pitcher
was a vivacious damsel who wore a
scarlet sweater eoat und a green skirt,
ller sliced and curves Ailed the batters
with dismay.
Among those who witnessed the
game were three members of the min
isterial profession—Rev. E. V. Alien,
Rev. W. S. Rounds and Rev. Fr. Carey.
Mr. Allen frankly confessed that he had
rather see a ball game than eat. He
formerly played second base on the
East Maine Conference team at Bucks
port. and that he has not forgotten the
art was proved by the dexterity with
which he nabbed a foul yesterday.
The score:
Rockland High
al) r bh tb ix)
Knight c................. 6
1 1 20
o 2 0
Massaiin rf ........... 5
Flanagan p, cf ...' 5
4 4 0
1 1 1
O. Record ss .... 4
Thornton 3b ......... 5
3 3 2
Ludwig if .............. 5
2 3 0
F W. Stewart lb . 5
4 7 4
R.ising cf, p .......... 5
1 1 0
F D. Stewart 2b... 5
1 1 0
Babe Ruth” Arey Had Really In
tended To Makie a Homer.
43 13 19 1 3 27
Vinalhaven High
J Smith ss
... 4
1 1
back to the bench, having failed to
Snow c ....
... 3
1 11
hit so much as a foul. Mr. Boutelier Amerio !b ... .... 4 0 0 0 •
1 0
ucked in a fresh cud of spearmint, Bouteliei
p .. .... 4 0 » 0 0 3 0
winked knowipgiy at liis team-mates,
if .. ... . 4 0 0 0 1 0 0
as if the world was his oyster. Before
b ....
0 0 0 0 1 0
the first inning was over he was forced
ef ... . . . . o 1 0
0 0 0
to tht- conclusion that Rockland was
rf .. .... 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
not so soft as he had sup|M>sed, and Arey lb
.... 3 0 0 o 11 0 4
that it could give points to a boarding
— ------ — — ------ house mattress.
Five scores were
•
31 3 2 2 24 11 7
made in Rockland’s half of that inning, Rockland ........ .. 5 0 1 3 1 1 2 0x— 13
but in justice to Boutelier it must be
cn ... ..00 3 0 0 0 0 0 0— 3
idmitted a big cluster of errors was a
Two-base hits. Ludwig. Frank Stew
ontriliuting factor.
art 3. Bases on balls, off Rising 1.
As the game proceeded the hits came Struck out. hy Flanagan 11, by Rising
fast and furious for Coach Crosby’s 9 by Boutelier 12. Passed balls, byoutfit, until there had been 19 of them Knight 1, by Snow 1. Stolen bases, O.
for a total of 23 bases. Flanagan Record. Rising, Snow 2. Sanborn 2.
made four successive singles, and Umpires, Kenney and Dyer. Scorer,
Frank Stewart made a single and Winslow.

Edward Spear of New York. Mrs.
Spear also cherished a mother's love
upon the children of Mr. Spear's for
mer marriage—Miss Mabel M. Spear,
chief operator of the New England
Telephone & Telegraph Co. in Port
land; -Eugene it. Spear, a district su
perintendent of that company; and Ev
erett I,. Spear, local building contract
or. Mrs. Spear was a regular attend
ant of the First Baptist Church, ant
the pastor. Rev. B. P. Browne, will offi
ciate at the funeral services Wednes
day afternoon at 2 o'clock.
Lew Hanley has a dance at Watt)
Hall, Thursday, May 17. Fogg's Or
chestra of Brockton—one of the best
adv.

Over 2000 yards of genuine Gold Sea
Carpet on special sale at Burpee’s.—
adv.

Mrs. Rex Ingram
;25Z5HSZ5B5Z5Z5£5E5Z5Z5Z525ZSZ5?S?»

Glove silk, silk-and-lislc and all lisle
hosiery is selling to some extent for
sports wear. The wanted colors in silk
hosiery continue to be tan, beige, nude

and gray shades, as well as blacks, gun

HOW ABOUT YOUR

COLF CLUBS?
Bring them to us and let us
put them in proper condi
tion for use in the season

about to open.

Fuller-Cobb-Davis
45-tf

BALL

MICKIE SAYS—

Mr*. Rex Ingram, better known as
Alice Terry, the “movie” star, is re
garded as one of the most beautiful
women in pictures. She la rather
above medium height; her skin is like
silken damask, tinted with rose pink.
Her face is of the sort that painters
and sculptors are reputed to go mad
about. . Her charming oval face, her
mass of spun gold hair, eyes of rav
ishing blue, a nose of Grecian contour
and a mouth that suggests nothing if
not crushed cherries, la the description
of the artist whose most recent pio-

turs Is hers shown.

CANNOT SHED TEARS,
GIRL GETS $13,000
New York, May 9.—Miss Evangeline Rosset, West 44th street, a milliner, who was
injured in suoh a way by being bit by an
automobile that the sympathetic nerve of her
right eye was severed, making it impossible
for her to shed tears from that eye, is to re
ceive $13,000 from Dr, John F. Munn, owner
of the automobile. Dr. Munn is president of
the United States Insurance Company.
(Boston Post, .May 10, 1923)

GUN VJHO BORROWS
HVo UE16HSCK& WkPER \S
-YU' WORST CRVOe AM' TV4E
GREATEST KICKER YW'
PAPER HAS , BUT Ul£ OOUT |
GIVE OWE lA. GOSH-OARW
PER HIS OEtkWOM'.

three successive doubles. Ludwig also
made a good double. Another encouraging feature of this ganu? was the
butting of Thornton, who proved himself a chift of tin; old block ity swatting
three singles in a row.
Quite the contrary was Vinalhaven’*
showing al hat. Twenty men fanned,
11 of them tailing victims to Flanagan
in five innings and nine of them being
struck out by Rising in lour innings.
.1. Smith and Snow were the only
Islanders who hit safely, and their
binglcs combined with two infield
errors, gave Vinalhaven all the scores
it was aide io make in the game. This
was in the third inning.
Hoekiand's battery work and hitting
constituted the main features of the
game. The bleachers found some di
version in yagging the Vinalhaven lirst
baseman, Arey, who is built on the di-

The Chapin Class will meet Thurs-j EI,en (Austin). wife nf Edward K
day evening at <.30 with Miss Dorothy I spear, died very suddenly at her home
Biethen, Holmes street.
•n Rankin street Sunday morning, aged
7k years. She complained of not feel
Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Lawrence arrived ing well, shortly after rising, and the
yesterday from a winter's sojourn at lend eame soon afterward. She had
Cocoanut Grove, Fla.
been in poor health about two years.
The deceased was a native of Da
Mrs. Mflvlit E. Wood of Belfast is ill mariscotta, and the last of a large fam
tiie city, called by the illness of her ily of children born to Mr. and Mrs
mother, Mrs. Herbert L. Oxton.
Nathaniel Austin. Her marriage to
| Mr. Spear took place 45 years ago. and
Dr. W. B. Brewster of Philadelphia one son survives that union—Austin
l.as leased the George A. Tarr cottage
ut Ingraham Hili.
Miss Alsy Hemingway was home
from Boston to spend the weekend.

SWATS

And Gets Into the League Percentage Column By a Handy
Win Over Vinalhaven High.

----

Supt. A. F. Mat-Alary and family roturned Sunday night from Oldtown,
where they spent the weekend at Mrs.
MaeAlary's former home. Mr. MacAlary attended the track meet at Orono.
lie found the roads very ragged this
side of Bangor, and liis machine had
to be hauled out twice.

HIGH
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Perhaps the girl caniK-t shed -tears, but the owner of that
automobile will mile..; lie carries
AN ADEQUATE AMOUNT

of automobile insurance in a DEPENDABLE company.
“Those days are gone forever,’’ when an automobile owner
can he safe carrying the little $5,000-$ 10,000 policy. If
YOU are carrying one of those sinal'l policies, think over
the above case and then see whether you are securing the
insurance SERVICE you arc paying for.
"Dependable, Complete, AMERICAN Insurance Service”

E. C. MORAN & CO.
' ’r

GENERAL AGENTS

esAPt/?

We represent only AMERICAN companies

425 MAIN STREET,

THE WINTER MODELS

Here Are Some Hints As To What
Parisian Dressmakers Are Doing
The Paris dressmakers are starting
their advanced showings of winter
models.
Agnes and Drecoll notwithstanding
the strike of the sewing girls, have pre
pared collections for the mid-season
buyers who are now arriving.
Drecoll shows a collection of some
fifteen models, the majority of which,
due to the strike, are only basted to
other.
The main features of this collection
are: Three-piece suits with knee-length
and longer jackets with ripple hem.
Full-length beltless
eoats,
with
marked one-side movement.
Dresses with low waist, spiral tier
effect, and marked movement of full
ness of the skirts toward the back, but
no sign of a bustle drapery
In materials, warm, soft shades of
tan and pheasant brown take first
place, followed by moss and olive green.
Brown velvet is stressed for threepiece costumes.
Embroideries are extensively em
ployed on coats and jackets of threepiece suits and on tailored dresses.
Agnes shows three-piece suits in
heavy wool velours with knee-length
and longer circular jackets and dresses
in two-fabric and two-color combina
tions.
She shows many full-length straight
embroidered coats, the embroideries
running horizontally and in heavy silks.
She features three-piece velvet cos
tumes, fur-trimmed, also moire cos
tumes.
Although the backward movement of
skirts promises to be the next feature
in fashions, the main trend for the
present season and for the winter sea
son is undoubtedly the pronounced for
ward movement in skirts and jackets
in circular tier effect. —-Special from
Paris office of the Dry Goods Econo
mist.

FIGHT FANS HUNGRY

ROCKLAND. ME.

Waldoboro—Fitch. 494: Wallace, 495;
.1 Benner, 481: E. Benner, 498; Wood
bury, 410; total, 2381.
Rockland—Phillips, 490; Rarnqulst,
■151; Kenniston, 468; l’crry, 413; Sulli
van, 449; total. 2303.

WALDOBORO WHACKED ’EM

The effect of a steady diet of stuer
kraut, instead of only an occasional
partaking thereof was again dem.instrated nt the Star alleys last night,
when Waldoboro defeated Rockland by
Those small ads In The Courier78 pins. Fitch had the largest string.
(126), and E. Benner the largest total Gazette are read by every body. That
(498). Waldoboro howled 52.7 In the is why they are so popular and
lirst and 501 in the second. The score: effective.

IF IT'S A SHOW WORTH WHILE—IT’S AT THE PARK

Matinee at 2:00 P. M.
Evening 7:15 and 9.00
DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME
Matinee 10c, 17c. Evening 10c, 17c, 22c
LAST TIMES TODAY

A Paramount Super-Production with

BEBE DANIELS and NITA NALDI
In the Gorgeous Aristocrat of All Society Dramas

"GLIMPSES OF THE MOON”
God made women to crave both lovo and luxury—and they need
help when they have to chcosc between the two !

A GORGEOUS EYE-FILLING ROMANCE!

COMEDY

NEWS

REVIEW
WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY

GUY BATES POST
In the World's strangest story adapted from novel and stage play

"THE

MASQUERADER”

The strange story of John Chilcote, the leader of men and then the
outcast—and of his double, John Loder, who took his name, his
place—and him wife !

MRS. EMILY S. HEWETT
Mrs. Emily Small Hewett, died at the
home of Dr. C. D. Knowlton, 574 War
ren street. Roxbury, May 9. She was
97 years of age and a native of Rock
land. Me., where she was horn Get.
1,1825. Much of her early life had
been spent here. letter she moved to
Rockport, und finally to Roxbury. She
was twice married, her lirst husband
being Cyrus P. Johnson of Lowell,
Mass.

A MASTERPIECE AMONG MO TION PICTURES
Comedy—"BOYHOOD DAYS"

AESOPS FABLES

NEWS AND VIEWS
Included in The News Weekly arc Flood Scenes of Neighboring
Cities.

COMIM; FRIDAY & SATURDAY—“KINDRED OF THE DUST"

For the Big Sparring Exhibi
tion Which Takes Place In
the Arcade Friday Night.
Devotees of the squared circle have
ong been hoping that Manager Pack
ard would put on a sparring exhibition
t the Arcade, liut it is doubful if
uany of them-had thought he would be
-.ble to start his series with two such
■elebrities as Sailor Utah and Hoctor.
•"or the benefit of the many who do not
mow just what those names signify in
he sporting world the following letter
■eceived by Manager Packard from
•'rank DeRiee, the famous Portland
,romoter will be illuminating:
Pine Tree A. C., Portland, May 10.
-'riend Packard: —
Y’our fans will surely lie pleased with
he Hoctor and Sailor Utah bout. As
natter of face I wish I had it for my
show. It would be a good card for.Portand. Tiie fans here saw both Hoctor
ind Utah defeat Conley. Both boys tire
satisfactory fighters, who will fight and
jive the fans a run for their money.
Hoctor has won six bouts out of the
ast seven hy knockout and it wouldn't
surprise me if he stopped Utah, liut
vou can tell the world It will be a fight.
The knockouts were scored as follows:
Soldier Adams in four rounds. Jack
Lovine in one round. Young Robbins in
three, K. O. Smith in three. Elton Bean
in two, George Finch of Boston in two.
In his last fight Hoctor won six round
decision from Conley. Both defeated
Jack Conley in their last bout.
If it will do you any good you can
say that both of these boys have been
touted very highly by me and you will
be telling the truth. The fans will
surely see fight.
Frank Deltice.
• • • •
For the semi-final bout Manager
Packard offers Young Howell of Wal
doboro and Rocky Grim of Oldtown.
Young Howell has never failed to draw
a big crowd in Rockland for the simple
reason that he always fights for the
sake of winning—and he generally
wins. If he beats a man of Rocky
Grim’s calibre it will put hfm in the
running to meet any man in the state
of his weight.
The Lincoln county
fans yesterday ordered a big block of
seats
The preliminary bout will be an
nounced in Thursday's issue.
The exhibition begins at 8.39 p. m.
and it's a safe guess that the galleries
and ringside will be well filled. The
scats go on sale tomorrow.
TO LET—STORAGt—lor farnnure. »u»e»
and musical instruments or anything that re
quires ft dry, clean room. Terms reasonable
J R. Five 221 Main Rt.. Rockland
45tf

Know the tremendous pull
ing power of Courier-Gazette
ads.

APPERSON

r»»»T
* *

BUILT ON KNOWLEDGE

Established 1893

HANDLES WITHOUT EFFORT
Appcrson is the first to free the driver’s compart
ment of both gear-shift und emergency brake levers.
The new Apperson is practically effortless in its
control.
The Apperson pre-selecting mechanical gear-shift is
controlled by a finger touch without taking the hand
from the wheel. On your first drive the ease of steer
ing and handling will cause such wonder as to
almost obscure the car’s many other excellencies.
This Apperson car is the ihirty-year consummation
of intensive engineering and precise manufacture.

To buy without: inspecting Apperson would
be a needless mistake

.»

Apperson
Motor Cars
Prices, delivered in Rockland: Eights, 5 Pass. Touring, $3000.
7 Pass. Touring, $3150. 5 Pass. Sedan, $4000. 7 Pass. Sedan,
$4150. Six, $1685.
All models completely equipped

A. C. JONES
Talbot Avenue.

Rockland, Me.

Every-Othcr-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette. Tuesday, May 15, 1923.
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l and then go back into low ami up into
| reverse and then across to neutral.
I stopping a moment to lie sure by wig
Arthur C«. Staples Writes An gling; and then up into second and
then—now quick; pull her down sud
Essay That Motorists (Vet denly and you are in High. That’s the
for you, my young and anxious
eran or Novice) Will Ap ticket
learner. Then give hir a dose of oil
and horn-juice and you arc away for
preciate.
I’hiladelfy. in the morning.
Never attempt to go up hill in re
In this city, as elsewhere in the civ
ilized world, there is a steadily accu verse. It can be done; but you must go
mulating army of men and women who backwards. I was told that yesterday.
have learned to drive a motor car, to Never attempt to shift gears without
say nothing of another army which is taking your foil off the clutch—or else
Retting ready to make the plunge. All putting it on—I will have to look into
vho chance to read this article will ap that. Nevt r try to drive without the car
preciate the keen sense of humor buretor is full of nice cold water. 1
shown by Arthur G. Staples, whose was told about that. Always see if you
“Just Talk—On Common Themes” in have plenty of gas In the rear tires
the Lewiston Journal are being widely See that the transmission is getting
copied. This particular “talk" is on plenty of gasoline—you can tell this
by one of the duflinkers on the dash
"•Learning To Start Her." It follows:
board where it is marked "Oil." It
* • * *
ought to register about 8 pounds when
You can learn in one lesson, but
you are running twenty miles an hour.
you better not. I heard of a school
When you want to stop shut off the
inarm who learned in one lesson and
ignition and give her the clutch. She
then started on a 1,000 mile ride, with
will purr a bit: but she will either stop
her sister. They went along until they
or hit a tree. On coming up to a curb
came to a hill and then the car would ing always go into low; then into sec
not go but began to back. They held ond: then into low again and give her
resolutely to the seat; backed into a the neutral. You can then wiggle the
dooryard half down the hill: went post There is one thing on my dashthrough an open door and landed in a 1,oard that noboddy knows anything
Idg tub of fresh butter. The school- about. I think it is a cash-register.
marm took out her book of instruc But I have not yet been able to open it.
tions; learned to shift gears and start My whole family has looked into it and
ed out again and managed the hill. She we can see no use for it. I will have
finished her thousand mile ride. I have it taken off. There is enough on the
a relative who has bought a car. She car to remember without that. I have
1s a near relative of mine by marriage everything on the car except a mort
She is my wife. I have taken one les gage. a cigarette-lighter and a sp'.ttoon
son and 1 shift gears in my sleep. Last I want a cigarette-lighter but perhaps
night I was sitting up in bed changing a
plumber's gasoline
torch
will
from neutral to low; throwing in the do as well.
1 don't like these cup
clutch: giving her gas; throwing over shaped things that you pull out on the
the ignition; and stepping on the brake end of a string: they slip and burn
at the same time and the room was your nose.
going sixty miles an hour down hill
What I don’t know about running a
car in the night is small; and what I
A RADIO CONTEST
do know daytimes is less than noth
ing. When I sat in the other day and
threw everything in all at once and Chance For Some Smart Fan
gave her the clutch, the speed; the
To Win a Five-Dollar Piece.
high, low and jack; the thin gas and
__
v,
the rich mixture; the carburetor: the
The selection of judges for Maine’s
automatic wind-shield cleaner; the
participation in the "All-State” radio
spare tire and the horn all at once the
car stood up on her hind legs and buck test to be conducted from Chicago, ai
10.30 o’clock Eastern Standard time on
ed like a bronco.
the evening of Thursday, May 17, io-anWhen you start her, be sure that you
use all your feet and both hands at the nounced by Dr. Snipe of Bath, presi
dent of the Maine Medical Association.
came time and that you throw off the
I and chairman of the general committee
e mergency with your teeth. I butt the
< mergency over with a blow of my of judges.
Arrangements for the test, in which
forehead and then give her the car
every radio "fan” in Maine is invited to
borundum. You can't go from high to
take part, are being made by the Maine
low without going through neutral, I
Public Health Association. At 10.30 p.
know that. It can't be done. If you
m. Eastern Standard time, Charles M.
elo, the car gives a couple of groans:
DeForrest. Modern Health Crusade Di
sounds like a boy dragging a lathe
rector for the National Tuberculosis
elong a picket-fence: that’s the Neutral
Association of New York, will deliver a
singing bye-low baby. The Neutral
short address through WDAP. the
is the one where you can wiggle the
broadcasting station at the Chicago
iron stake stuck up through the foot- j
hoard. I know that when you can wig- | Board of Trade. Upwards of a million
radio fans throughout the United
gle that she's in Neutral. I ask noth- |
States will “tune in" on this address
ing for the information: and shall not!
since it is the first all-state radio test
Hsk anything for it, when in the course
that has been attempted.
of time I shall open my department of
In conducting the test so far ns Maine
“He w to run an automobile, in one les is concerned, the Maine Public Health
son," I shall throw that in as free-hint. Association has divided the State into
Wiggle the fence-post and she’s in three groups of counties. The fan in
Neutral. It's so, in any car. I do not each group who sends to the judges
know how it is in a Ford because a | under a postmark of not later than
Ford has no telephone pole sticking up I midnight of May 18, the most accurate
Ihrough the foot-board. The Ford is account of Mr. DeForrcst's address
a car for people with strong feet.
will be awarded a prize of live dollars
• * • •
in gold.
You can’t start a car without you put
The judges for District No. 2. con
on the gas. There is another thing sisting of Kennebec, Somerset, Knox.
about starting her, that I have not | Franklin, Lincoln and Waldo counties,
learned and that is a “spark." I am are
Bertram
E.
Packard
of
going to investigate some day, if I con the State Department of Education,
tinue to investigate at all. The "ig chairman; Fred W. Burrili. City School
nition" is another thing that you have Superintendent of Augusta and Rev.
on a car. It is not a cigar-lighter; but Dan Huntington Fenn, all of Augusta.
it is something concealed in the body
For District Number Three consist
of the car, under the foot-board. I ing of Penobscot, Aroostook, Washing
have so far turned on everything in the ton, Hancock and Piscataquis counties
car at once and trusted to events. I the judges are Mrs. J. H. Huddilston
have felt by way of inductive reason of Orono, President of the State Feder
ing that if the car were standing still ation of Women's Cubs, chairman: Dr.
nnd making no trouble, the way to E. D. Merrill of Dover-Foxcroft. Presi
start her was to change everything all dent of the Maine Public Health Asso
at once and step on everything at once ciation and Dr. B. L. Bryant of Ban
and something will happen. It does. gor, Secretary Maine Medical Associa
I have decided that perhaps a more tion.
easy method of approach is better and
Radio Fans entering the contest may
so I am going to turn only half of them. mail their reports of the speech to any
But I do know that if you can member of the committee for their
wiggle the rod, she's in neutral. I have own district or to Dr Langdon T. Snipe
tried that and nothing happened—she of Bath, general chairman of the com
remained in neutral. I have ridden mittee on judges. All replies to be
miles that way, in my door yard. Anel considered in the prize contest must
I have had just as good a time at that. bear a postmark of not later than mid
1 do not care about really going any night of May 18.
where. one may as well travel in im
For District No. 1. the prize of S3 in
agination as on the road, unless he has gold will be awarded by the M tine
real business elsewhere. I can shut my Public Health Association. A similar
eyes and loll back on the pantasote prize will be awarded the winner in
cushions and go anywhere I like with District No. 2 by the State Department
out starting her at all. What's the rt Health and for the winner in District
tisi ? My door-yard with outlooks on No. 3 by the State Department of Edu
city roofs, is just as pleasing as the cation.
road to Augusta and beats some parts
Radio fans should know that WDAP
of Augusta all hollow. I even prefer broadcasting station uses wave lengths
it to Broadway in Hallow ell at the busy of 3*5 meters. In order to assist the
hour of noon, when all the shops are million or more fans who will listen
closed.
ir. on this test in the process of "tun
You cannot go from neutral right ing in." WDAP will put on a preimininto high. It cannot be done. Did ary musical program beginning at 10
you know that? It cannot be done. 1 o’clock Eastern Standard time.
You have to—bend your ear here and I
The reports of the test in Maine as
will tell you—you have to go into low well as from other states will be an
and then back her, and then come back nounced throughout the country and
to low and then go over to neutral and the winners of the three prizes in Maine
then you can wiggle the post again. | will not only receive a gold prize but
Then you can go back to low and come i the results of their efforts and the
across to neutral and then go up to! state honors they have received will
second and then come back to neutral b« given national publicity.

9 Telephone

LEARNING TO DRIVE

1 oz. or 1 ton?
One ounce of Royal Baking
Powder is worth a ton of
cheaper baking powders
when you consider the su

periority in the quality,
healthfulness and taste of
food prepared with it.

Baking E\>wder
Made from Cream of Tartar
derived from grapes
Contains No Alum—Leaves No Bitter Taste

H Directory

J
THE PUBLIC

' Guarantees a delight- '
ful, delicate tea treat.
Since You enjoy good tea—
Try RAJAH Tea.
Sold by dealers who deal in
DAISY Brand
Food Products.

CALL LIVE BGiHtS'v HOUSES WH3SE WATCHWORD IS SERVICE

Week days—9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
Sundays—2 p. ni. to 5 p m.

•oom. observed a small boy standing
lear her de’k and studying her in| ently.
“What’s the matter?” she
ORANGE
tsked him. “Why,” he said, "1 was
I lust wondering if you had changed
PEKOE
| /ourself.”
• » • •
Mother to children’s librarian: "Ah.
| ! have seven children. Tomorrow Satirday, no school, they all this way."
vaving her hands indicating turmoil.
Then a cheerful thought struck her.
'Ah, I send them all to the library.”
....
Any real librarian would start n 11irary if there was only one book as a
msis for the work. There was a wornBy
A.
HYATT
VF.RRILL
How to Make and Use It
Copyright by Harper A Brothers
■n who declared that if she had the
hoice of what that book was to lie
he would choose a telephone directory.
Then she could get the books and inXII. TRANSFORMERS
ormation her patrons asked for by telphonlng her friends.”
These are
instru
&
....
ments
designed
to
Springtime Books
transform or change
Chapman. "What Bird Is That?"
one kind of electrical
Field. "The Springtime."
current to another such
French. "How to Grow Vegetables.”
as alternating current
Keeler. "Our Early Wild Flowers."
to a direct current, and
Sharp. "Spring of the Year."
are very useful and es
Thoma«. "Spring."
Thoreau. “Early Spring in Massasential devices in radio
husetts.”
telephony.
There are
• • • •
ninny kind* of trans
Publishers have considered this pheformers, but all are
lomena for many years and have failed
built, or father based,
tterly to arrive at any understanding.
upon the same princi
We are told that the big success of any
ples, which is that of
•tory depends not upon the style of its
inductance, or the for
luthor. or the technical balance of his
mation of a current in
vork but rather upon his success in
ouching upon a human note.
a coil of wire by the
....
passage of another cur
Summer opportunities for library
rent through another
raining: Simmons college, Boston,
coll near it.
As in
lune II. Donnelly, director.
duced currents are only
Library Work With Children. July
produced
when
the
1-21: regular work, college credit given,
magnetic field is chang
luly 2-August 10.
ing, the current in
* • • *
duced by a transformer
An Author’s Story
can only lie secured by
An author of a novel, recently pubmeans of some me
ished. had occasion to enter a large
chanical device or by
ookshop in New York City with the
an alternating current.
mrpose of purchasing a copy of his
wn book to present to a friend. With a
When the former is
r,<jZtc
ertain pride, perhaps, the author apused the transformer
,reached the clerk and stated his purbecomes a spark-coil or
Induction-coil (sec coils) and the iron plates or laminations in the forn lose. After a more or less superficial
means by which the primary current of a hollow square and which ari learch, the clerk reported that they had
copy of the book in question, but
is alternately broken or interrupted wound on one side for the primary
le aded naively:
and
on
the
opposite
side
for
tin
is the buzzer or contact nt the end
"We have several other titles here
of the iron core of tlie coil. But if secondary, fig. 28, B. Although eithe which I am sure you would find even
an alternating current is run through one of these types may he made «• letter.”
the primary wires of a transformer no home, yet it is not advisable to at
That may be.” replied the author,
interrupter is required, as the mag tempt it. In the first place, several but it so happens that I wrote the book
netic field changes each time the cur thousand turns of secondary wire art ind fi r certain reasons it is the one
rent rises and falls. There are two required and it is a tedious and difii vhi' h I desire to purchase."
Whereupon the clerk, not greatly
general types of transformers In use. 1 cult matter to wind these on evenl;
mbarrassed, launched into an elabone known as an "open-circuit trans J and well. Moreover, the number ol
rate explanation of how impassible it
former" which is exactly like an or , turns of primary and secondary wlri :as for any bookshop to carry all the
dinary sparking coil and consists of I must be very carefully proportlonec. hooks that were published, leaning
an iron core covered with two wind and must he worked out on niathe neanwhile non, halantly upon a pile of
ings of wire known ns the primary matleal lines in order to secure thf looks which came from the floor within
and secondary, Fig. 28. A. Very often, proper rem tunee or tlie tendency tc •onvenient reach of his elbow. In some
where such a transformer can lie resist the flow of the alternating cur way, the eye of the author was atused, an ordinary spark-coil witli tlie rent. Finally, transformers are not racted by the jacket of the book upon
contact-breaker screwed down answers expensive and the cheap«t are fat vhi»h the clerk’s elbow rested. It was.
,f course, unfortunate to disturb the
every purpose.
Tlie other type Is more efficient and are better mad* lerk in his comfortable position, but
known ns the "closed-core trans than anything that you can make your he expression in the author's eye sugformer” and consists of a number of self.
ested that his mind was upon other
subjects than the deck's ease.
Maloney recently visited Mrs. Malo
"Would you mind showing me a copy
UNION
ney’s daughter, >Ir3. Percy Moody ir if the book upon which you are leanng?" he inquired, adding, a moment
Waldoboro.
Engineers Horsman and Palmer, who
Smoked li-b and dandelion greens, cter: "It seems that you arc carrying
have been boarding at E. E. Light’s v^hld tyme fare,” is now with us.
ny book, even though you are so skillwere called back to the Waterville of
Mrs. Katie Moore is the guest of hei
ully endeavoring to conceal it. There
fice Thursday.
nust be at least 73 copies in that pile
daughter, Mrs. L. S. Miller.
Leroy Carey spent the weekend with
Melvin Jameson visited at Theron upon which you are resting." The
his parents at Oldtown.
'erk was by this time apologetic, but
Crouse’s recently.
Hartley Sprowl visited his home in
Mr. and Mrs. James Ulmer and be author was in no mood for explaBangor Saturday and Sunday.
daughter Lottie who have spent th
latior.s. "Young man," he said sternly,
Mr. Ross, blacksmith at the quarry, winter in Thomaston, are expected 'if vou would cease the practice of havis moving his family into the tenement home this week.
ng my hoiks support you an<L give
vacated by H. Pierce.
Friday was a red letter day for some
hem a chance to support me. it would
News was received here Saturday of the children in Cushing as it was th» ic much better for both of us.”
night of the death of Ralph Lewis, who date of the first ball game which took
went to Portland for medi al treatment ! place in the Wing district. The Wlr g
about three weeks ago. Mr. Lewis was ' and Ulmer schools played against th
EMPIRE THEATRE
a man well liked in the community and ' Broad Cove school. Naturally th
his death brings sadness to his man) Broad Cove school is much pleased
The New Empire is having a "Birthfriends.
over its victory, but will have to watch lay" almost everydf y, so as to speak,
Wilbur Abbott and family have re out next week. Mayhelle Rivers is cap
udging from the splendid picture proturned from Brooks where they have tain of the Wing and Ulmer schools :rams that are to be seen in this cozy
been for the last few months.
Fred Bedell is captain of the Broad Cove
ttk- play house any time. Today, the
Miss Louise Mank in spending a few s bool. Miss Shirley Doherty umpire lew
Paramount
production. "The
days at North Appleton, at the home of
Wing & Ulmer vs. Broad Cove: 1st, 0 Tiger's Claw” with Jack Holt Is the
her uncle. Prank Perry.
3: 2d. 0 3: 3rd. 2, 2: 4th. 1. 0; 5th. 2. cad feature. It’s a story of the thrillMt. Horeb Encampment is to confer 1: 6th. 2. 2: 7th. 2. 3; 8th, 3. 2; 9th
i-minute kind with Jack Holt and Eva
the Patriarch degree on 15 candidates 2, 2. The final score was 18 to 14 in Novak in a jewel of portrayal deconext Tuesday night. Lunch after the favor of Broad Cove, but the I’lmerites •ated with glittering deeds Of daring in
work.
were gaining in the closing inning and
tale of far off India, the land of
Miss Geneva Leach is spending a few it will he close next game which will
nagic, mystery anti minarets. A story
weeks at he*’ former home with Mrs. he played Friday afternoon. May 18 at if stormy passion, dark intrigue and
Alice Thurlow. Miss Leach has been 2 o’clock in the field opposite the Wing
•ouslng super-thrills with Jack Holt as
an instructor in a large hospital in school house. Everybody is invited to
i reckless lover, w ho weds a bewitchNashville. Teon.
attend: get a little amusement and en r.g tiger-girl—and falls into a hot-bed
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Creighton of courage the children.
if adventure. But—to tell you more
Camden were recent guests of his
would spoil all the fun. so you must
mother, Mrs. Almeda Creighton.
<ee it with your own eyes. The comHarry Pierce has moved his family
•lanion feature is "The Girl Who Kan
into the Robbins block tenement.
Wild" with Gladys Walton, the girl
Charles Howe has torn down the old
who is loveel by every Empire patron
gas house which at one time furnished
is always giving a full measure of enlight for the villagers.
ertainment. A comedy feature con[ eludes the program. Wednesday and
Thursday two popular male stars on
CUSHING
he same program are offered. John
Jilbcrt in “Truxton King" adapted
Mr. Taylor of the Boston museum
from the splendid novel “Graustark”
vas in town to look at the Burke farm
ind which furnishes rich meaty enter
which he .has purchased.
tainment for the screen. Herbert Haw
Mrs. Frazier Feyler, son Jesse and
ton in "Nobody's Bride" is the com
wife oft Rockland were at I?. S. Geyer’s
panion feature and tells a peppy story
Sunday.
decorated with thrills anti laughter
W. G. Maloney and daughter of
ind many strong-arm fist battles.
Thomaston were in town Sunday.
Just Dropped In” is the comedy feat
School in district 6 is in session.
ure. The New Leather Pusher* will he
Miss Shirley Doherty of Rockland is
shown Thursday only.
teacher and a successful term is as
With the nev improvements being
sured.
made on the Empire, new electrical
Mr. and Mrs. B. S. Geyer moved Mr.
fixtures and projection equipment,
and Mrs. VV. E. Hall to Watertown,
patrons arcquick to respond and note
Mass., last Tuesday in their motor
the wonderful improvement in this
truck, visiting many historical and in
cozy play-house.—adv.
teresting places in Boston and Cam
bridge Wednesday and returning home
Thursday by the way of Hampton, N.
Made "Wise” Man Look Foolish.
H., calling on old friends all along the
A hold and self-uoserUve individual
way. Their two mothers. Mrs. Caro
bounced into a shaving saloon and,
line Geyer and Mrs. Caroline Maloney,
catching w'gvt of an owl in a corner
kept house for them though only girls,
of the iitora exclaimed, with scorn,
theii^rombined ages totaling 163 years.
“Who stuff* d that owl?" Then the
Misses Hazel Nutt, teacher of dis
critic proceeded to smite hip and
trict 4, and Shirley Doherty, teacher of
district 6, both of Rockland. are board
thigh the taxidermist who had stuffed
FOK
oALL
BY
ing at Charles Mank’s.
tlie owl; tlie owl was wrong here,
ROCKLAND GARAGE CO.
James Ulmer and Miss Lottie Par
there and everywhere. During the
CAnit STKcvT
tridge who have spent the past winter
16T till June IS
whole of this outburst tlie barber kept
in Thomaston, were among those who
on shaving. At tlie end, when the
recently received the rites of baptism
stranger was out of breath witli his
and admission to the Baptist church
vehement criticism, the owl stepped
there.
F. L. Maloney, Jr., has purchased Make Your Product a Standard from tlie perch and planted itself
a Ford touring car of the Knox Motor
Somewhere else.
In This Community. We
Sales Co.. Rockland.
Mr. Thorndyke of Rockland was at
Will Carry Your Message
Scrofula, dyspepsia, rheumatism, kidney com
B. S. Geyer’s Wednesday on business.
Into Every Home
plaint. catarrh and general debility are cured
Mis. Olive Rivers and Mrs. Lizzie
by Hood's Sarsaparilla.—adv.

SEA VIEW GARAGE
Chevrolet Cars, parts and
Service Station. Auto Acces- I
sories.
683 Main St., Rockland

TEA

THE HOME RADIO

NEWSPAPER

Call 837-M

An assistant, new* to the children’s

Call 770
and tell us to send you

The Courier-Gazette
156 times a year for only $3.
All the Home News

AUTOMOBILE AGENCY

jf

I C E

Call 238

CALL 50

Rock’.and Motor Mirt

: : for : i

CADILLAC
BUICK 4 and 6 CYLINDER
PLEASURE CARS
G. M. C. TRUCKS

ICI
Central Ice Co.

AUTO ACCESSORIES

MOVING

Call 238

Rockland Motor Mart

f

a full lina of
ACCESSORIES AND TIRES

MOVING
Auto Trucks for moving and
long distance hauling of all
kinds. We move you anywhere
in New England. You save
Crating, Time ar.d Money,
H. H. STOVER CO.
I Tel. 8IS
Union St., Rockland
Finest Equipment in Maine

CONFECTIONERY STORE

<9

MONUMENTS

HOME MADE CANDIES

Telephone Connection

ICE CREAM

Gilchre9t
Monumental Works

jf

Weymouth’s

Main Street
Thomaston, Me.
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS

Telephone 156-M

402 Main Street
EXIDE

BATTERIES

HARDWARE AND PAINTS

Call 238

Telephone 205

Rockland Motor Mart
For Every Car

FLY SCREENING
Black, Galvanized and Copper
SCREEN PAINT

Special Prices on
RADIO BA^TERJES

458 Main Street, Rockland

EXIDE B’ATTERIES

H. H. Crie & Co.
GARAGE

LAUNDRY WORK
Call 170

Call 124

People’s Laundry

Dyer’s Garage, Inc.

17 Limerock Street
We do all kinds of Laundry '
Work. Family Washing a Spe- |
eialty.
Wet Wash.
Rough
Dry. Finish Flat Work. Shirts,
Collars.

REPAIRING, STORAGE
AND SUPPLIE8

Agent for
DODGE BROTHERS CARS

????? r

OU can find the very
best answers we
know of to these and
many more questions
in our 1923 Catalog.
We will be happy to
mail you a copy.

What Seeds ?
What Poultry Supplies?

What Agricultural Implements?

What
address,

What Dairy Supplies?

What Indoor Farm Needs ?

lftODa^c
BOOK

FREE

KENDALL & WHITNEY
PORTLAND, ME., Eat. 1858.

J
WRWIEYS
After Every Meal

eat

Most ot us
too
hastily and Ido not
chew our food enough.

If people realized
how much more good
their food would do
them II properly
masticated, and followed up
with a bit of WRIGLEY’S to
assist the digestive process,
we’d have tar better health.

Keep teeth clean, breath
sweet, appetite keen and diges
tion good with WRIGLEY’S.
WRIGLEY’S Is the perfect gum,
made of purest materials,
in modern, sanitary
factories.
The Flavor
L-a-s-t-s

Mr. Merchant---

Wrappers

TAe Great
American ’
Sweetmeat

57,1

FOR
BETTER
k DIGESTIONJ

